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LABOR LEADER

ITGHT AGAINST LONG
PL.VTCOHM IS ORGANIZED
Columbus, Ohio, Jj!y ij. A fight
against a platform of numerous issues and In favor of one confined to
the single Issue of prohibition was
started at the opening session of the
state prohibition convention this afternoon by Temporary Chairman H. I
Peeke, of Sandusky, and will be carried to the national prohibition
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Insurgents Driven From

Chairman Peeke, In an address
which consumed more than two
hours, assailed woman suffrage, which
has come to be regarded as an es- BRYAN'S CONCEPTION OF
PLATFORM ADOPTED
tablished tenor of the party, declaring
DUTIES OF HIGH OiICE
LIKELY TO BE BRIEF that women drink more and men less
than they did a decade ago, and that
the weakest laws regulating the liquor
Effort to Limit it to Single Is- traffic are in the woman suffrage Believes Incumbent Should Be
states of Colorado, Idaho. Utah and
Relieved of all Political Ambi
sue; Plenty of Available Tim- Wyoming. He assailed the Indifference of the churches to the prohibin
tion and Enter Position With
ber For Presidential Nomina- tion movement, criticised the
league and praised George 15.
tion,
out Hope of Second Term
Cox, of Cincinnati, for refusing to
credit any votes to temperance that
were not cast for prohibition tickets. lly Morning Journal Special Leaned Wire.
By Morolas Journal Sm.'ai Lmwd Wire.
New York, July 13. W. J. Bryan
Columbus, Ohio. July 13. With but
TAFT
has written an article entitled, "My
frw of the delegate! to the national
ACCEPTANCE SPEECH Conception of the Presidency," for th'.'
prohibition convention which will be
July, 1908, Issue of Collier's Weekly.
helil here Wednesday and Thursday
"The president's power for good Vt
on the ground, the contests for the
Begin
13.
Va.,
July
Hot Springs,
nomination for president presents no ning the work of writing his speech for hoim Is often overestimated. Th a
government
f
definite aspect tonight. Many of the of acceptance of the presidential nom- government is a
checks and balances; power Is
In
Cincinnati
delivered
to
be
ination
leaders are here, but the state deleamong different departments,
28, Judge William H. Taft
Olí them works in
gations will not begin to arrive, until on July
today made a careful study and com- and each
tomorrow. A vigorous movement in parison of the democratic and repub- tion with others. In the making of
behalf of Professor Charles S. Sean-Io- lican platforms adopted by the recent laws, for instance, the president joint
with the senate and house; he may
of Pittsburg, for the presidential conventions. Of all the planks in the recommend, but he is powerless to
injunctions
to
relating
platforms
these
nomination, is the latest development.
legislate, except as a majority of the
probably will receive most attention.
Professor Scanlon is In the field as So much has been said on this sub- senate and the house concur wi'n
The senate and the house ntv
the representative of the temperance ject, critclsm from democratic sources him.
also Independent of eucn other,
society of the Presbyterian
church. having been made cm bis record wlrlc having a veto over the other, andeach
the
He led the fight against endorsement on the bench In respect t the preces president has a veto. over both, wkh
if the Injunction and the two parties the exception
that the senate mil
of the
league at the meethave adopted plankr. on that subject house can, by a
vote, overing of the Presbyterian general
which are liable to play an Important ride the president's veto. The influIn this city a year ago. Other part in
the campaign. Mr. Taft will ence of the president over legislation
candidates
for first place whose declare his position on this Import"
names are receiving consideration are ant question In forceful and unmis- Is therefore limited; he shares responsibility with a large number of
P. F. Wheeler, of Los Angrles; D. R.
takable terms. Senator Warner's noti- the Maple's representatives.
Sheen, of Peoria. III.; Alfred
' Even in the enforcement of law he
fication speech will he ib brief that it
of New York, and Joseph P. will
not require over ten minutes in Is hedged about by restrictions.
Ho
Traccy. of Detroit. Others in the
delivery. The speech of accept- acts through an attorney general
race are O. R. Stuart, of Tennessee; Its
ance also will be short. The letter (whose appointment
immust be
Rev, J. D. Crandlll, of Dallas, Texas,
of acceptance will treat public matters proved by the senate) and offend '.s
and P. W. Palmore, of St. Louis.
great length and will not be forth- against the law must be prosccut d
No word has as yet been received at
coming for several weeks after the In the courts, so that here again 1)19
from Judge Samuel A. Artinan, of
responsibility is
Indiana, who has been mentioned for ceremony of notifying the candidate ing of Impertan! divided. In the makappointments, too. he
place
taken
has
nomination, as to
the presidential
must consult the senate and Is of
whether he will consent to the use of
compelled to exercise care anil
his name. Professor Scanlon, Judge HITCHCOCK TO DIRECT
discretion. The most important requiArlman and others mentioned for
FIGHT FROM NEW YORK site In a presitlent as in other officials,
president, are now at Winona, Ind..
Is that his sympathy shall be with the
where they are lecturing. Up to the
whole people, rather than
with any
present time but one. candidate for
faction of the population. 'In Is.
13
New York. July
tt"íri-so' : tj& !. IT'
vice p.
culled upon lo act In the
Hltoncock chairman of the republican
A. S. Watklrm, of Ohio, Is a canof a Judge deciding between
today selected
national committee,
didate for this place. It Is expected quartets
for the committee in the the importunities of those who seek
that he will be nominated for goverfavors and the rights and Interests of
Metropolitan
Ufe building here.
tomorrow,
nor by the stale convention
the public. Cn less his sympathies are
campaign
presidential
The
active
and if so It will be with the underright, the few are sure to have an adstanding that h" will withdraw from will be begun on August 1.
vantage over the many, for the
Hitchcock said tonight.
the state Itcket In the event that he
"It is my Intention to spend most masses have no one to present their
secure! second place on the national
of
the time during the campaign in claims. They act only at elections,
no
are
reason
other
there
ticket. The
represcnta-'tlvc- s
city and direct the fight from and must trust to their
this
nomentiles for the vice presidential
to protect them from all their
here.
ination Is that it has been customary
"Mr. Taft will not make any spceche foes.
to select this candidate from the de"Second, the president must have a
until after thV first of September. I knowledge
feated candidates for president.
of publio questions and the
expect
see
Mr.
in
to
Utlca
Sherman
among
strong
Is
sentiment
a
There
ability to discern between the true
In
city
latewill
be
tomorrow
the
and
already
who
are
some of the leaders
and the false, he must be able to
on the ground in favor of confining again on Wednesday to see several analyze the conditions and to detect
politicians
who
have indicated a desire the sophistries that are always emthe national platform to the issue of
to discuss matters connected with the ployed by those who
prohibition.
seek uufuir adIt Is the1 general opinion that the approaching campaign."
vantages.
scope
brief,
be
whatever
platform will
"He must have tits moral courage
Mercury ( limbs In Cincinnati.
may be given to Its declarations.
to gtand against the Influences that
Cincinnati, July 13. The mercntiry are. bro'ight to bear In favor of speThere will he meetings tomorrow
went after the season's record here cial interests.
of the national and central and naIn fact, the quality of
The today, starting with 74 during the ear- moral courage Is as essential In a pubtional executive committees.
former will name temporary officers ly morning hours, and slowly mount- lic official as either right sympathies
until It or a trained mind.
to be recommended to the convention, ing as the day advanced
No
which will open at Memorial hall reached 96 during the afternoon.
"A president must have counsellors,
Wednesday at 10 a. m. The district serious caaes of heat prostration were and to make wise use of counsellors,
meetings for the selection of members reported, u fresh rreeze tempering the he must be open to conviction. The
president Is committed by his platform
of the national control and other 'm-mltte- s heat.
to certain policies, and the platform
will be held tomorrow utter-noois binding; he Is also committed to
certain policies of government, and
While some of the leaders arc anGOVERNOR
III
league,
tagonistic to the
these he Is In duty bound to apply in
all mutters that come before him.
It is significant that invitations have
"But there Is a wide MM In which
been Issued by the national commithe must act upon his own Judgment,
tee to Rev. A. P. Baker, superinen-den- t
n
and here he ought to have the aid of
of the American
Intelligent, conscientious und faithful
leugue, and Wayne P.. Wheeler, su
advisors.
perintendent oi me uniu ii iiu:, i" ii
"Hut the presidency Is the highest
tend the convention.
iHilion In the world and its occupant
The Ohio state prohibition conver y,
Badly
Shattered Victim of an Important factor In all national
Hon opened here today, and torn'
matters. If he Is a devout believer
row it will adopt a platiotm
Filipino Savages Comes to in our theory of government, he recname a full state ticket.
ognizes the constitutional distribution
United States For Treatment. of powers, trusts thoroughly In the
WRIGHT I'lvUts TO WEAKEN
with
people and fully sympathizes
DEMOCRACY l sot Til
iSpecial IjiMd Wlre.l them
In their aspirations and hopes,
July 13. Seaborn (By Mnrnlns Jm
Atlanta, Oa
July 13. Allen he hns an opportunity to do a splenSan Prancl SCO
Wright, a member of the Georgia
oí
leading
advocate
a
Card, a district f overnor from Lanao did work; he occupies a vantage
legislature and
can exert a
prohibition, who has been mentioned in the extremi to uthern part of the ground from which he
In favor of euch
as the possible nominee of the prohi- Island of Mindanao, ' the Philippine wholesome Influence
forward movement.
bition convention now In session at
"Tho responsibilities of the office
was
archipelago,
who
to
reported
given
have
statement
a
In
Ohio,
Columbus.
are
so great that the occupant ought
says
today
of
died
as
Press
result
a
wounds received
to tho Associated
to
be
relieved of every personal amnomination
In an engagement With Moros, arrived
that he cannot accept the
to provo
bition,
save the ambition
here today on the transport Sheridan. worthy of the confidence of his counshould It be given him.
Mr. Wright's statement follows:
Governor Oarri. still suffering
from trymen; for this reason, he ought to
"In e conference recently with the fearful wounds received, occupied enter the position without thought or
coma cot In the hospital ward of the SherChairman Jones of the national
prospect of a second term.
mittee and Wilson of the Illinois torn idan on the voyage from aMnlla, and
"While the burdens of such an ofmlttee I told them I could not accept was carried from the sh,lp on a fice are so heavy and while the labors
a nomination for president by the pro- stretcher and placed abonrd the train of the office are exciting and exhaustihibition party. The question of 'negro en route to New York, where ho will ng, the field of service Is large and.
domination' was hot In my mind. I enter the Roosevelt hospital.
measuring Its greatness by service, a
Governor (lard, who went to the president by consecrating himself to
have no fear of this In the south. It
Islands In lint I
as a teacher, had In public weal can make himself seIk th- - fear of 'liquor domination'
the democratic party In the south. If charge of a district In the province of cure In the affections of his fellow
I
should go out of the democratic, Davao, the southernmost province on Citizens while he lives and create for
party to accept the nomination tor the Island of Mindanao, populated hy himself a permanent place In the napresident and carry with me any con- the fanatical oMros, the wildest and tion's history."
siderable nnumber of southern dem- fiercest tribesmen in the Islands. i.hm
ocrats, It would turn the dominant February a band of natives murdered
Cotton Mills Resume.
Smith, a white road foreman,
democratic psrty In the south over to James
Augusta, Maine, July 12. The
I. .nun.
near
went
In
Governor
Oard
the liquor element In the party, result- pursuit of
cotton mills In this city will rethe raiding Moros with a sume
ing In a repeal of the prohibition legfull time beginning Monday.
f
fort
mall
constabulary.
He
July 10, In nil departments, with full
islation secured Hlrendy In tho south
them
of
Into
the
deme
forests
.,
through the democratic party."
the Interior and finally located their pay. The mills which employ 1,200
"The one overshadowing question camp on a mountain top. Advancing bands, have been running on half
before the American people today Is at the head of his foreguard, he call-- time.
If the ed upon the Moro datto to surrender.
a clean. Intelligent dUsenshlp.
American saloon Is not destroyed It He was greeted with a volley of bulWrlgtit Aeroplane Complete.
will evontually destroy this republic, lets, several of which struck him. His
Paris, July 12 Wilbur Wright, the
through the corruption of the people, left leg was terribly torn by a brass American a,roplanlat, stated today hit
especially In our great cities. The lug. his left arm broken and his leg aeroplane Is now complete except for a
temperance question today Is not so fractured in the thigh by another ball. few mínjr detalla.
He expects to
much the right of the Individual to The constabulary stormed the camp, mnke a flight with the new machine at
drink as the right of the domlnunt but the Moros escaped.
guns on July 25.
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United States and Mexico at
Work For Peace.
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Journal Kueeial Leaned Wlre.l

Washington, July 13. Official advices which reached the state department today confirm the press reports
that the Honduran government forces
have retaken the small town of Gracias, and add that they are about to
move to the more important city of
Choluteca. To this extent the government uppears lo have the advantage. On the other band, Honduras
is menaced from the northern border.
On the Carrlbean sea border there are
continually reiterated reports of an
attack on Puerto Cortez, while Gen
eral bee Christmas, whom the stat
department officials style a soldier
fortune, Is reported in the country
just a few hours from Puerto Cortez.
The force mentioned In one of the
dispatches as being on a small Island:
about eighteen miles distant from:
Puerto Cortez Is presumably the one
from which an attack Is feared. The
state department Is being fully ad- vised of the situation in the whole
Central American country, hut Mr.
Dodge, the minister to Honduras and
Salvador, explains that reliable information is difficult to obtain. The
governUnited States and Mexican
ments si 111 continue to use their best
efforts to keep peace In that part of
the world, but have gone to tho extent thus far only of offering their
friendly mediation. The American
cruiser Albany Is now on Its way from
Panama to Ainapala, the Pacific coast
port of Honduras.
Minister Dodge has telegraphed to
the state department confirming the
Associated Press dispatches that Hon-dur- u
has made a formal complaint
before the Central American court at
Cartago, charging Guatemnla and Salof neuvador with
trality under the Central American
peace agreement.
In formation has also reached the
department of Nicaragua's complaint
that Guatemala and Salvador have
rendered assistance to Honduran revolutionists and the Nlcaraguan refugees allied with them.
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CALLS

ON COMMONER AT LINCOLN

Head of Organization Containing Three Million Voters
Pledges Support to Democratic Ticket; Denver Plat- rm

Pleases Unions,

Journal Barrial Issued Wlre.l
Falrvlew. Lincoln, Neb., July 13.
Samuel Gompors, president of tho
Amerlcun Federation
of Labor, and
inferently head of three million voters of organized labor affiliated with
the federation, will support W. J.
j

Morning-

Itryan

-

the coming presidential campaign.
In political circles here today
this announcement
overshadowed all
others, even the arrival of John W.
Kern, the vice presidential nominee.
Mr. Gompcrs' support wus promised
to the ticket, but he specifically denied an prevent intention of taking
tin- stump in the coming
campaign
Reports gained currency that the labor leader would speak from the piut-forbut he made no such announcement. As he left Falrvlew after u fifteen minute interview with Mr. Rryan
his manner was enthusiastic and his
promise satisfactory to Mr. Hryan.
At present It is believed there will
he no need lor Mr. Gompcrs' services
in an oratorical sense.
Mr. Ooniper- doi's not expect to be tailed upon to
speak publicly In tin- campaign. The
republican convention, in- asserts, ignored the demands of labor; the democrats acknowledged them In their
platform. His course Is ch ar; he will
do what is demanded of him In the
Interest id' labor best expressed In the
platform adopted at Denver. As the
SltU&tton is at present, Mr. Oompors'
efforts can be better expended elsewhere than on the speakers' stumi.
In bis' Interview with
Mr. Bryan.
Mr. compels was attended by Prank
Morrison, secretary of the federation,
Duncan, also a labor
anil James
General ChrMW.ts Menace Port.
. Wahl'
.L 13- .- Dispatches IWlcr.
a. i,
of organised
The representatives
receive I at the stale department today from Consul Hrlckwood at Puerto labor and Vice Presidential Nominee
Cortez, renew the report that an at- Kerh and party reached "Hryan statack upon Puerto Cortez by the revo- tion" by the same trolley car. Mr.
lutionists Is Imminent. General Lee Hryan, in his neglected fedoru hat
Christmas Is reported Within a few and alpacu coat, was there to greet
hours' ride with a revolutionary force them.
"Ah, how Is the vice president?"
and another force is on a ni.il! Island
Inquired the leader of the ticket, smileighteen miles away.
ing and extending his hand.
What Mr. Kern said In reply was
FEW STRAGGLERS IN
lost In the confusion, but his smile
CREWS OF BATTLE FLEET was assuring as he shook hands vigof
orously with the standard-beare- r
his party.
Washington. July 13. A statement
The presidential and vice presidenwas received today by Acting Secreled the
tial nominees,
tary Newbe. y. of the navy depart way to the Bryan home, followed by
ment, that makes a showing for the Abraham Simmons, delegate at large
Atlantic fleet, now en route to the to the convention; John B. Osborne,
Orient, which naval officers regard as member of the state central commitremarkable as It Is gratifvlng. After tee of Indiana, and I'. S. Jackson,
the fleet sailed from the west coast a! chairman
of that committee. Mr.
wireless message was sent to fiecre-- 1 Jackson, after talking with Mr. Brytary Newberry giving the number of an, declared that Indiana would go
men absent from each vessel without for Hryan by ten thousand votes. He
leave.
They included not desertions based this prediction on a canvass
alone, but what are known- as strag- which he said he had been making
glers men who have overstayed their since the middle of January. He anleave and failed to Join their ships In ticipated the
enrollment of many
time to sail. The total number
of Roosevelt republicans on the Bryan
such absentees is only
129 out of list. Mr. Bryan told his visitors that
nearly 13,000 in the fleet. The men It had been reported that ho would
uniformly expressed satisfaction and make a front porch campaign, but he
u desire to continue the cruise.
was hy no means sure of this, but admitted that he had promised to speak
In Chicago on Labor day. Aside from
AMERICANS SHOW UP
this single date the candidate for the
WELL IN OLYMPIC GAMES presidency had made no plans.
Interest today gcnerully settled In
the visit here tomorrow of members
London, July 13. The American of the new national committee. Dr.
team of athletes are well satisfied Hall, new committeeman from Newith the results obtained by them on braska, yesterday staled that the
the first day of the fifth revival of the chairmanship of the committee
lay
Olympic championship games which among Jumes of Kentucky, Campuu
opened at the Stadium here, having or Michigan, La.nu o" indlanu, and
gotten two men, J. P. Sullivan, and Atwood of Kunsas.
Today speculaMelvln W. Shepperd, both members tion on the subject hail narrowed I"
of the
Athletic club, Campau and James, to the latter
t
into the final
which will be run largely because Mr. Bryan has
tomorrow of the 1,600 meter race.
Med Mich great admiration of his
They were unfortunute In the first political and intellectual qualities., and
:i t
when two of their beat men, at Campau because of his admitted busithe distance, had to run against each ness ability. David It. Francis la out
other, anil these same conditions pre- of II by bis own plea that, though
vailed in the second heat, when J. P. Stories of his connection with
the
Halstead. New York Athletic club, Standard (til were untrue, the libels
was beaten bv his team partner. Mel- were sufficient to prevent his running
vln W. Sheppurd, by half a yard. The for any office. Tom L. Johnson has
Americans point nut the Injustice been eliminated, it Is said, by his flat
caused by the Kngllsh drawing for refusal to occupy any office where he
heats, as shown by the fact that
might he asked for legislative or exalthough hi ran much faster ecutive favors In exchange for camtnan the winners of the other heats. paign contributions. Mr. Johnson has
Is eliminated
from the final, as he admitted Wull street connections, but
finished second.
none with whom he would care to
mix politically.
Much current gossip has narrowed
the contest to Campau of Michigan
house and
Lamb of Indiana. Neither hns
expressed himself as desiring the poViiktii PnHflc Mine Containing Ifxlies sition, but nelthar has denied ambi-lio- n
Campau has
In that direction.
of 59 Explosion Victim", Is
been defeated for the national comFrocil of GSM.
mitteeship from the Wolverine stste,
Hunna, Wyo., July 13. The eastern but his business ability Is undisputed
slope of the Union Pacific company's Uimb Is credited with marked Influcnal mine No. 1. In which two dis- ence In his home state, and tho peastrous explosions occurred March 30 culiar abilities which nake for a suclast, has been opened for a distance cessful campaign manager. Thus It Is
of 100 feet, and the work of cleaning on the eve of the meeting of the naout the debris Is In progress. After tional committee with Mr. Bryan toseveral days the workmen will pro- morrow. ,Mr. Hryan does not desire
ceed further Into the mine. The body to name the chairman himself, but
of Robert Armstrong, electrician, who the absence of Initiative on the part
volunteered to enter the mine after of his supporters probably will comthe first explosion to repair electric pel him In the end to name the man.
lights for the rescuers, snd who ar No man In America is more admired
burled In the second explosion, was by Mr. Bryan than Cllle James, of
recovered today. There are fifty-tw- o Kentucky, yet Mr James In all probability will not be named as chairman,
bodies In the mine.
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FACTION DECLARES
TICKET
LOYALTY TO
Philadelphia, July IS. Followers of
the democratic organization of this

GUFFB

'E

workmTnTrTparTto

enter charnel

KING
II

EDWARD

i

L

RAIN

MARS OPENING

CEREMONIES

AT LINCOLN

Americans Show Up Well in
Preliminary Skirmish; Sullivan of New York Smashes
First Record.
London, July IS. Rain Interfered
bodly today with
opening of the
by the king at the stadium at Shepherds Hush.
In some of the events, too, the contestants appeared affected by th adverse weather conditions, but In other
events, particularly the 1,500 meter

üf

race. In which the greutest interest
cantered the men were up to their
form and twice during the afternoon
the record for tho distance was smashMelvln Shepherd of the
ed.
Athletic club of New York,
was the first to accomplish the trick,
when In tho second heat pressed hard
by his team mate, J. P. Halstead, of
the New York Athletic club, he ran
the distance In the splendid time of
4:05, Just 5 of a second faster than
that made by J. D. Llghtbody of the
University of Chicago' at the Olympic
games at St. Louis In 1904.
The two Americans In this heut beat
a number of good men. Including G.
Butterfield, the Kngllsh four-mll- o
champion, who finished a bad third.
.1. P. Sulllvnn of the Irish American
Athletic club and Lightbody who WOM
first and second respectively, In the
first heat of this event, took longer
to cover the distance, but they were
not pressed and doubtless could have
done better If It had been necssary.
Th best performance of the day,
however, was that of M. Ü. Hallows,
an Exford Blue, who cut a full two
seconds off the record. .
He Is now thought to be the most
serious rival of the Americans In tho
finals of this event which will be run
tomorrow.
lrish-Amertc-

city and delegates elected by the Guf-fe- y
faction of thp party reached this
city tonight from Denver, where they
had playcfi a prominent part In the
deliberations of he domocratlc national convention. The party was met
bv about one hundred adherents who
made a demonstration.
The party traveled In a special train
and Colonel duffey. the deposed national committeeman and I number of
friends left th special at Pittsburg,
his home, fn the party were the eight
delegates ifrhn were unseated by the
credentials commlttes of the national
convention. The returning delegates
expressed indignation at the treatment
accorded them at the convention but
all expressed loyalty to Hryan a"d
Kern. City Commissioner ''liarles P.
Donnelly, one of the city leaders, as
., 1, .Mm M .1 .... ., rr-thül tin.
democrat le'organlaatlon would oppose
.biines Kerr the newly elected national committeeman and his loHowers,
in any attempt to secure control of
the stute organization. Mr. Donnally
and other liinmlnent men In the dele- gal ion declared Colonel Guffey would
be. successful Id retaining a inaWrllv BOATING PARTY DROWNS
of the democratic state committee and
IN BALTIMORE HARBOR
that a fiuffevltc would be elected
chairman of the eommlt'ee.
du Believed Klcven FUisIsed In
ARRANGING RATI FtCAT ON
sundav KqMtJ OH I on
VOHK
MEETING IX XFW
McHenjry,
anIt was
Albany. N. V.. July 13
nounced today from the Albany
Baltimore, July IS. The Identifiof the stst committee that
cation
of one of the hals found near
W.
sent
hns
Coners
I.
Chairman
Slate
an overturned
rnwbont after the
letters to domocrale state commlttee-mbe- n orm
of last night, during which five
and various chairmen request- men ure known to have
been drowning that a call he Issued Immediately
ed, leads to the belief that the list
for a meeting of the general commit- of
fatalities will total eleven Instead
tee In each locality and that arrangeof nine.
It developed
today that
meetments be made for a ratification
William Kcrwan and George Gardner,
ing to organize Hryan and Kern clubs
hearing cries for help, boarded a
In each county.
launch and headed for the rowboat
"I want to have at least one rati- from which the.
cries came In it they
every
county
In
be
meeting
fication
saw three women and three men. Before the first of August" says the let fore they
could reach the rowboat
ter In part.
they saw It turn over, and
they
"I hav. Just returned from Denvei came alongside all of the when
occupants
frankly and sincerely feellug very con- had disappeared.
One of the two
fident about the convention and ticket. women's hats picked up by Kcrwan
The convention was one of the greatest and Gardner being later turned over
I ever saw.
to the police, was identified by WillThe platform adopted will ,m iam Pries, who stated that the' occumend itaelf to all thoughtful citizens pants of the boat were Antone Joespecially the planks In relation to na- seph and Mary Beader, Mary and
tional banks and the
Kmma Welder and Henry Douteuach.
The labor organizations of the country nono of whom has since been hesrd
are well satisfied and I believe we will from. None of the bodies have been
get practically their united support recovered.
and will also get the endorsement of
many Independent republican business MRS. MORRIS MAKES
I

men.

ESCAPE FROM MADHOUSE
''One way for the democratic party
to be successful Is for all to put their
shoulders to the wheel and do all Woman Who Created
Scene at Whlto
they can to elect the ticket."
House Turns I'p Missing.

DEFENSE
ADAMS

RESTS IN
CASE

.

Hal-stea- d,

Br Cuite, as

COMMITTEE

START FOR IIK.YIMJl AHTKHS
Denver, July IS. Moat of the members of the new democratic national
committee left here at 5 o'clock this
afternoon over the Hock Island railroad for Lincoln, where Tuesday they
will hold a conference with W. J.
Bryan regarding the selection of a
chairman and other matters connected with the campaign. It Is generally
among the committeemen
believed
that the chairman will be chosen from
the following list: John H. Atwood,
of Kansas; Daniel Campau. of Michigan; Olllo James, of Kentucky; John
K. Lamb, of Indiana.
Included In (hi party which left for
Lincoln were Chairman Thomas Tug- art. Colonel John I. Martin, aer- Urcy A. Woodson, sec
retary or the committee, ami tne
members of the executive committee; Colonel It. M. Johnston, of
Texas; Norman B. Mack, of
and J, C. Dahlman, of Nebraska.

In

1

ly-a-

for he himself had denied any of J
requisites which make for a sue
-'
ful campaign manager
On the
hand Mr. Campau la reoogni'
Zfgt
having all the qualifications
-- ,"r.
manager of political warfait
Campau Is not an orator of
n'.'.iuii
talnments. but he is a bus
. atwhose merits have not yet
tacked. Thus the situation s.ands,
with not a few believing that a dark
horse will be named before the national committee adjourns from Fair-vieN

SAMUEL GOMPERS

w

Strong Testimony

Farmlngton,
IS. All
Mo.. July
Francois county was searched today
hy county authorities In the hope of
finding Mrs. Minor Morris, who re
cently came Into prominence through
charges she made that she had been
forcibly ejected from the White
House by secret service men, and who
has escaped from the state hospital
for the Insane here. Mrs. Morris lowered herself from a second story window by means of towels Hair" " uid
no trace df her has yet been íoui.

Introduced
to Prove Adams Not Guilty
Case Goes to Jury Wednes- MRS, GOULD tÍASÜARROW
day,
ESCAPE FROM DEATH

(Br Mornlns Juarnsl Sperln
Grand Junction, Colo.,

ImhiI

Wt.

he
July
defense rested this afternoon In
tin- esse of Sieve Adams, charged with
the murder of Arthur Collins, mine
superintendent, hy evidence given hy
lack Griffin, Who testified
thai
Adams was playing cards at Mrs.
hoarding house In Ohpar on
Menu. H
the November night In 1002 when
Collins was shot In Tellurlde, and was
still there when n man brought news
of the murder. Griffin gave particulars of the card game and his teatl- mony was not shaken on cross-exaination,
it
prosecution announced that It
. The
would close the rebuttal evidence by
noon tomorrow, and tho case will
probably go lo the Jury Wednesday.
13.--T-

m

New York, July 11.
ing from the railroad

While relumstation to her
summer home In the Tyler cottages
at Greenwich, Conn,, tonight, Mrs.
Frank Gould narrowly escaped serious
Injury when her automobile collided
a racing
with
machine speeding
around a curve In the main thoroughfare. Her chauffeur locked the cara
wheels and the oncoming car Impaled'
Itself on (he forward part of the Gould
machine. Both cars were badly wrecked, Mrs. Gould was tumbled from her
seAt but remained In the car, and beyond suffering slightly from the shock
was not Injured.

Ktrlkcr Klioi hy ttiretnan.
Mtirshalltown. Iowa, July
an altercation tonight In a street
Army Veteran alle,i by Death
where four strikers attacked W. D.
Litchfield, Conn., Jul"
Toler, lona Central roundhouse Ion
George Bliss Banford, D. g. A., retired man, and a strike breaker. Toler drew
died today In the Presbyterian hos- I a revolver and ahot George W. Davis,
pital, New York, after a long Illness, killing him instantly. Toyer was ar
aged 6 years. He served throughout rested with the smoking revolver In
the entire civil war, going at Its close his hand and was Immediately taken
to the west where he took part In the away to prevent lynching by strike
campaigns against th Apaches.
sympathisers.
lt.-3ol- otfl

g

THE ALBUQUERQUE

oth. Hani. Cocn. Conroy. Auge.
Neustadt
A heated discussion followed a few
remarkn made ta the tw IK II by M.
armory ooaru. who
U sutn. or m
desired that the sidewalk to be laid
uround the armory building be lowei
BY COUNCIL
than the high theater sidewalk adjoin
ing, and sloping on Silver avenue. the
deal re being to hive the walk flush
with the exits of the building, as a
stop down at the entrances would ne
14
highly dangerous w iicn large crouds
I
leave the armory, and a low sidewalk.
In ilr. Stern's cplnlon, would cause
the water from the roof to form a
WILL MAKE TAXES THIS
lake in front of the exits. Alderman
that the sidewalk
YEAR $4,000 SMALLER Wroth believed
boald conform to the normal cltv
grade, taking the ground that the

TH
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CROPS

VALLEY

LAUDS DEED

DOING WELL

MILLS

THE JAfFA
GROCERY CO.

Potatoes and Cereals Doing

Ask

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
(ti

Good Tilings to Eat.

York
Dentist Mortally
Wounded by Widow of Man
He Slew Accidentally,

New

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
Caoital and Surplus, $100,000.00

LIVKKf

iJi BOARDING
TelepliOM

a II Went Silver Atomo.

8TABLRI

ST.

WALL PAPER

for

Finely Without Irrigation-Fl- our (Ilr Morning Journal Sorda) LmMd Wire.)
North, port, N. P., July 13. Stand
Mill Building at Mcin- ing withirt a few' feet of the spot
NEW STOCK JUST RECEIVED
Request of the Continental
where, a little more than two years
tosh Valley News,
AT T H K '
-,
ago, he shot and killed V.:s father-I- n
Company to Rebuild on thegSlolSl Cormpondenc. Múralos Journal. 1 law. I)r. .lames Waddell Simpson, a
QttmM QitA Ppi rinitntiK
come down to conform to tin
alhavr
Kstuncla, N. M , July fC,' (tepbrtg dentist of New York, was shot and
irdlname. Owing to the Immense
today by
from that Albuquerque may have to "feed perhaps mortally wounded
Warm Discussion; A Busy, Importance of having safe xlts
mother-in-laT.
Uartley
Mrs.
his
t
(be
are
building,
valley"
new
fu
winter
the
thut
the
this
and
the
Kstanclu
First St. and Marquette Ave. Albuquerque, New MexlM
We Also Make
the board under- absolutely unfounded.
Council Meeting,
former eounell
The recent Homer, the woman hi.- made a widow.
stand that the sidewalk might be rains. Including a splendid one Sun-da- y Dr. Simpson's wife, from whom he
POPPY SEED TWISTS
flush with the exits. It was decided to
Monday
many
night,
months,
night
estranged
and
for
another
been
The city council, at Its regular
has
V(,
GRAHAM BREAD
,.mmtt,.(. lJr Wnh
meeting lust night cut the city tuxj chairman, confer with the armory gave everything a fresh start, and the was near when the shot was fired,
RYE BREAD
levy from fifteen to fourteen mills, board before the matter Is decided, dry farmers were never In better spir- - hut she did not witness the shooting.
Upon learning that her husband had
Alderman Hanby. chairman of the Its over the outlook.
which It is said, will have the effect
VIENNA BREAD
she refused to go mar
fire committee, wanted tlx- new fire
Potatoes bid fair to be the banner been wounded,
oí giving the people of the city KMM
MlKl)1,tnt,M p;imt,,(1
()
Dr. Simpson had to crawl
and
him.
year,
arc
crop
of
and
valley
this
the
The ordi- away to have hisj
H.tlOii lesa taxes to pay.
fr,in. y.inl UU(, jn und M(HMrted doing well everywhere.
Itnnchman to a houtsc 200 feet
raasf.
is
negotiations In progress for new fire sfcKlnley has seventy acres In wheat. wounds attended to. Mrs. Horner
nance is as follows;
$.1,000
In
nr.
was
arrested
hdd
and
later
con
will
The
committee
bora
No. 120.
o .iiii.tin
which he says will go us high as Igh-- i
fer with the school board about the te n bushels to the ucre. Ira Allinan ball, while Dr. Simpson, with the as
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,
a., ordinance making levy tad W!lmBroveawlti
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m,w sta. Iba 180 acres in wheat which he ex-- ! sistance of two friends, made his way
In
year
hospital
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K,jrh s un sl.hlM, )(,ard prop pacta to yield twelve to fifteen bush- lodged III his liver,
April IS, 1191.
els to the acre. Mr. Shaw has sixty' York. The bullet
erty.
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operation was perimmediate
an
and
it. it ordained by the city
bush-,is- .
average
It
fifteen
lacres that will
"n motion of Alderman Wroth
bullet out. The
take
the
to
formed
of the city of Albuquerque, J. M.
Casebolt brothers have eight,
was decided to ask the Colorado Telo- THE GREAT MAJESTIC
tonight that Ur. Simp.
.. i
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small
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of the present six allowed. Dr. leen and eighteen
covery.
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WIIKN YOU
ear ending April II, ItOf, instead
IT is made
Wroth, taking the ground that the city 'Hull has 100 acres of as fine wheat
asof
the
from Dr. Simpson and
upon each and ever) dollar
Statements
READY
ARE
cap
i
i,
J,
has!
a
show.
Smith
J.
Kansas
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t
POR THAT
sessed valuation of all property, real, lias. h in coming and should demand ten aerea Of Splendid alfalfa
AND THE
four from Mrs. Horner as to the clrcumpersonal and mixed, subject to taxa'"
r i
NEW RANGE
grown Stances attending the shooting dis2
I5KST
Tii. recommendation
of Alderman inches high, a fine even stand,
agree. Th'' dentist says he had rc- LET I S
tion for territorial, county and city
as,
entirely
Irrigation,
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indeed,
without
,.,.(,...,( it .AMI thai hU nil'.. Intended In'
purpose- - under lb. laws uf the ter- Aug. that i A. Crande should have are all tinSHOW THE
I HON AND
rops
above,
mentioned
ritory of New Mexico, situated with- a vacation on his saloon license and Many ranchmen have corn breast, sue him for divorce, ami mat ne went
TDK GREAT
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in the corporate limits .,r the etty of l,,. allowed to resume It In the fall was high. C. t. Bedford has fifty acres' to the Horner home to talk with her
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TIMES
THREE
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ai
CINNAMON ROLLS THAT
Albuquerque for the following pur- carried,
THE
or corn knee high, and j. a. Use has, about it. He says he rang the doorAS LONG
The report of Alderman Coen rela- fifty acres of corn and wheat which bell and upon receiving no response,
poses,
RANGE
AS ANY
MOUTH.
IN
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MELT
Mills tive to the extension of the water la doing splendidly.
THAT LEADS
Kaffir corn Is peered through the door pane. He
OTHER
s.!)f mains on soHth Walter street was being
THKM
Tor general purposes
raised suco ssfully in large saw Mrs. Horner, he says, and called
RANGE
Then, Dr.
Improvement
to her to open the door.
ALL
adopted and the mains will be ex-- t, quantities.
Kor maintenance,
MADE
n, led.
and care of public parks withpotatoes
to Simpson says. Mrs. Horner grabbed up
homely
going
arc
The
r,fl
IN THE
ROLLS
HOT
in the City
on receipt of a communication coin money for many of the farmers! a revolver and shot him. The bullet
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
Kor maintenance and support of
from residents asking that a light be In this section this year, and that the entered his body above the abdomen
AFTERNOON
LATE
the free public library, owned
placed at the corner of Central uve- - Soil l.s well adapted to potato culture und he fell back against the door sill.
I OR SALI; ONLY BY TH
A second shot was fired at him, he
and conducted by the city of
hup and Kighth street, it was voted has been demonstrated.
FOR
TIME
IN
JUST
T."
Albuquerque
light at the coiner of Sevit is expected that the Blt&ncla ar- declares, but the bullet went wild.
that
the
.Mrs. Horner does not deny that she
Kor construction of city hall.... I .nil enth be moved 10 Might h. A petl- - tesian test well, which has been start-c- d
SUPPER.
Kor interest on 111,000 sewer
several times and has now reached did the shooting, but !ih'' elalms Justiwater
for an extension ,,f the
tlon
flow-land
7"
Through her lawyer,
bonds, refunding 4s
malm along Forester avenue to Moun- a del, th ,,f 3aM feet, will soon he push fication.
Miles, she said that Dr. Simpson
refunding
on
Kor
Miare
ed on down rapidly, so as to thor- to
was
road
tain
the
water
referred
in
bonds, 4s
(Highly test the artesian possibilities Of had several times called at the house
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PATRONIZE OUR BAK
on
refunding
Kor
und that his visits were unwelcome.
Interest
on
Wroth,
Alderman
the reading of the country.
orsays,
she
today,
she
W'heni
came
he
bonds. :,s
Celestino Ortiz, four miles from
ERY DEPARTMENT AND
the building inspector's report, arose
on vladucl bonds,
Kor Inlet,.
dered him away, and when he reto remark with some t.mphasls t lint he town, has In a big crop of corn, beans. fused to go she took up a revolver
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed FaclllUee.
DRIVE CARE AWAY.
peanuts and sweet potatoes. Mr. Orreason
ordito
had
know
the
thut
1.00
. .
Total
le. a secretary of the hoard of trade, and shot at him. Constable Hannon,
Dttly pa-July. nance relating to wiring in the roofs and with its president. U A. Uond, is who arrested Simpson In ltor, when
this l
of buildings was being roguliw'ly evad-- il
A. I).
the dentist shot Mr. Horner, arrested
and Solicits New Ac- doing good work for the town.
Extends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
by architects
and builders, and
Mrs. Homer this evening. She was
Approved:
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ttest. .( iJI.V D M MAM'S.
CONSTRUCTION
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p committee.
prisoner's
O. E. Cromwell.
Clt clerk.
gasela1 Correspondence Morning Journal ! .$.", iiOO. Mrs. Simpson, the
Good Things to Kat.
A
communication was read from
Mcintosh, N. M., July 12. A flour daughter, qualified as bondsman, and
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forj
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a
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III
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board of control, barrels
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The request "f the Continental OH calling attention
the miserable now well under way hen. iind will next Wednesday.
This se,-.- mi traged) at the Horner (XXXXXXXXXXXXiOOOOOOOOOOOOC
company, whose plant in the northern sidewalks now on Sliver avenue near
running by October I. relying upon
in
part of the city, between Klrst street the armory.
'Ibis matter was re- - Kstaneia valley wheat for a third of homestead la only another chapter
business, lile machinery has bren a series of unhappy domestic events
and the rullroad. was binned down f. rr. d the sidewalks, according to
TELEPHONE
some lime ago. to he allowed to re- mavor. halng be n ordered, but not ordered and Is now on the way. The of the lost few yearn. The shooting!
117 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.
build its plant In the same location, yet ajider construction.
mi" lH
wted h a home coro- - of Bartley T. Horner by Dr. Simpson
'
wan met by p rotea la of a nuatbei d!
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Mai his Wife look the witness
council a petition asking that the com- I,, be ( tceaalve, made by the water urcr.
c. L Moore has brought out Mr. stand against hint. Mrs. Horner also
pany he mad, to move outside the
t for repairing plugs whence'
eompid
her!
against
gave damaging testimony
Sop. r's gen. till merchandise
city limits. The company in various
str, t
draw their water, here and la now operating thebusiness
Dr. Slwepson was going,
Of New Mexico and Arizona.
communication- - and b represent- the mi, tersprinklen
store.
was referred, as was the Barbee & Hull have moved Into
through the manual of arms with aj
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a
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,f paying for the water used
larger and batter building in handle shotgun w in n he accidentally shot hit
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AND
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solutely fireproof, the filling house at the irty Jail, a bill being sent In their Increased
business.
Charles lathcr-ln-laI'ranebteo und return, $4.r.00, via
LISHKD BY THE LAWS OF NKW TOUR, WITH AM ECONOMY Of
months' payment In ad- - Myers is now handling the townsitc
Alter the veodlot of acquittal Dr. Sim
will be sepárate from the main plant, for th
4UEMKN1' EQUALLED BY FEW AND EXCELLED BY NONE.
direct line, Tuesdays, Thursdays und
property. Mendenhal and Freeman Simpada resumed the practice of
all tanks will be equipped with safety lance. i
VOIJ HAVE TRIED THE EAST, NOW TRY THR WEST, AND
eporta of City Offitera,
He opened a suite of offices Saturdays of ench week, tlnal limit
have put In a new lumber yard.- of
valve precluding the possibility of exMONEY AT HOME.
Via Los Angeles rate ls
Kor lbs month of June the city which It. O. Bopor is manager.
on Fifth avenue. New York, but he Nov. 30.
plosions, and that no wood will be emreported
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ployed In the construction of the marah
Mliny lias resigned the manage had lost many of his clients and or! $55.00, same limits.
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plant. L
Manager I. B. Keeping mi al- euiitile company at Moiiaity, and go. . late, it Ls snid. he has sought finan
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has not been fulfilled: that governor of Penns ivanle, and his asthe now famous decision of Judge failed, twenty-four
paper companies sociates In the promotion of the trust
Sawyer Since 1HM most of the gold after
together In the Fiber and Ma- company, which never opened for
that has been produced In this state artingassociation,
nila
had been subjected to h u niñeas. Those Indicted with Castle
has come from the ((uartz mines.
It Is safe to say that the q Darte Investigation by the federal grand are Charlea Hunter, Philadelphia: D.
that (' Masslrigi..n.
'(illlngswood. N. J.;
mines of California hare produced at Jury, the papei makers admittedbeyond
oo.
Arthur V. Williams, Chicago, and II.
The iuartt mines they had placad their records
least
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
'".
of Nevada county alone have given to their reach: but subsequently all but K. Splnwall, Freeport, III.
pleaded
guilty,
participants
two
the
of
IndictThe grund Jury also returned
And we know what we
the world In the neighborhood ,,f
$100.(itn,oiiu
This dispels the statc-im.- and that Immunity was practically ments against Heory C"hen of New
REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14, 1901.
to every Individual who par- York, and Colonel B. H. Ford and H.
that those f the entire state granted
In
ticipated
The
pool,
the
treasurer
of
charges
on
are talking about when
rnilcago,
of
sum,
M.
for
Ne.
Kalston.
have only produced that
RBNOTTRCBR.
MA MUTTER.
ousplracy In- loin alleged misrepreva, la county Is only a small portion of and originator of the pool, John If
now,
says
Is
a
fugiletter,
Parks.
the
sentations of the trust company's finthe mlnerallned area of California.
$ 200,000.00
was
In Murope.
we talk COFFEE.
He
tive
Included
la
by
Dtoanats
ancial condition. It la claimed
Macratneiito I'nbm.
the Indictment.
89,836.22
stockholders that about 120.000 Is d le
62,591.91
. .
RatRlaa aM rrsflto f .
"Much a finish to the procedure," them.
I
tV.
V.
II A N N EN PKLM ft R, TIIK
308,000.00
200,000.00
states,
r
"Is
a
miscarfurth
the
letter
IN
II
TAKEN
i:
BAUBEK.
IMIHlfMHMMHMI
1'iil'M
( II MK.I
UV Til E TEHHlUR MIOI. riage of Justice "
929,433.69
2,499,796.67
MMIIMMIHIMI
POKT
The situation, the letter continues,
FRED HAVI0 TAKEN
MOTHER GRAY S
RT require drastic treatment, and the
ORATH' ATE roiRME IN TIIH
SWEET POWDERS
HAT IN FA'
VOW
c
THE MOST appeal ka made that steps be taken
1,237,433.69
FAfniKl'H.
CHILDREN,
to their
"to bring the
107 S. SECOND ST.
r
lor
AOi.nig4i(
senses, and to end a lawless condiUP
$2,962,388.58
Morning
Want! tion which Interfere, with a return to

WfStiXSrSi
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KRACK
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BREAD

Albuquerque Lumber Co

!
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-

There Is But One Range

M

,,.

that

i

Our Coffee

.

.

.

THAT ONE

Unexcelled

. .

J

I

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Cakes are

i

tiii;

or

Four Kinds

tin-in-

i:in,

s

ij

r

li

"

iií'JrSriil

t:

-

WAGNER HDW. CO

I

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

-- i

1

si

I

ti!,

j

l1

IMs

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
rra

PRESCRIPTIONS?

1

t

I

,

!

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

lh:"s

o,

LIFE INSURANCE

OCCIDENTAL

son-in-la-

CO.

t

den-tlatr- y.

.

j

I

pur-chnne- d

T. E. Purdy, Agent

Ute Way It's Done

nc-tt-

,

stkinioihm

j

-

-

ccr--"N- ot

con-Cede-

Are you using

C.& A.
COFFEE

UMBER Rio Grande Lumber Co

-

--

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1

OUR COFFEE'S

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ARE GOOD

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

nt

,

-

$1,635,118.67

e

C

& A. COfFEE CO.

e

rOR

Phone 761.

Try a

Journal

prosperity."

.7: rrWISI
T Ml II

Try a Morning Journal Want! Try a Morning Journal Want!

F.ti.s.ese.

alll..,.,n

A ,

,11

I

n.

in. !.(,. I

.

Y.

wit

$2,962,388.51
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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TUESDAY, JULY

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Cut-O- ff

BELEN IS THIRTY ONE MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. ON THE MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO.
KANSAS CITY. AND GALVESTON TO SAN FRANCISCO. EL PASO AND OLD MEXICO
--

LKAGLK.

NATIONAL

Philadelphia
a hitting bee.
Errors helped the run getting on both
sldei.
R. H. B.
Score
Chicago
000 (130 002 5 13 2
Philadelphia ...100 2SO 0128 IE 2
Batteries Lundgren and Mi. ran:
Sparks und Dnoln.
Chicago,
won today'

July

IS.

gam.-

THE BELEN T0WNSITE ANO IMPROVEMENT

In

New York Takes

Double-heade-

Belen. New Mexico.

Uea

the

1

TSJkqr

f

COMPANY

a Can ptaxs with shade tree and a beautiful lake, School Houses, Utmrea. a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store of oil
aew llotm I telen, with all modern tntprovemnnta; restaurant:.
Brick Yard, tro Lumber Yn!s, etc., etc.. etc.

Saoto
data i.om cara.

r.

Ball war

!

I tmDtta;

Tfca lata eeTereel

haa aere tfca laraat t.rmlaal rf.rja aa Ha aya tama from Cbltaao to Calltandav
rUek wttk aa tleeaat Harvey
tar Jala adjuta tha Stooi grvaMbi aaa Hart' aaUag boaaa; atreatt traaW. atakwatka bM aarti

THE CHICE8 OP LOT6 ARE LOW TK'.tMÍ

ASY,

Lelfleld,

Batteries

00(1

7

JOHN HKCKKR.

3

1

1

QiDeon; Mathewson and Needhum.
R. H. K.
Second game
1
Pittsburg
000 200 0204 11
(00 330 100 7 12 2
New York
batteries Maddox, Young and Qlb-soMcGinnltyi Wlltse and B rearm

SOCORRO

n;

AND

DECIDES

the chnmlier of commerce in matters
pertaining to the advancement of the
townr.
B. D. Oldham, president
of thel
hnmber of commerce, was called to'
the chair to preside over the meeting.
dl cussed,
were
ON LEGAL ACTION
Several matters
bearing on the future growth of
towns.
Among other things the recent act
the Santa Fe In attempting to take
Townspeople
Determined to of
up the ten miles of their Pecos Valley
railroad between
Northeastern
Protect Rights in Matter of and
Texlco nnd Cameo was discussed and
Removing of Tracks by San- the entire assembly expressed a desire
to have action taken nt once to se-ta Fe.
re legal talent to protect the town's
tights in the matter.
A committee on finance
was up
The recent attempt of he tanta
pointed tu secure funds o handle the
to take up the ten miles 01 matter in the courts. The committee
track between Cameo ana T..leo wis was composed ow J. D. Hamlin. Kd. T
Unthl-I'ttdiscussed at u meeting of the Chamber Mas ey. Win. Harvey, I). A.
of Commerce and business men in
and S. II. Withers. A subscripTexicO of which the Texlco Trumpet
tion roll WIS opened In the ball and
soys:
over $1,000 was subscribed in just
In response to the call n large numprobability
In all
a few minutes.
ber of business men and women met about $3.000 will be needed to do
nt the Taffincler ball yesterday after
noon at 3 O'clock to lend support to
J, Simpson Morgan. .Ta
Porter and
C, C. Marshall were named as a committee to draw up a set of resolutions
seo l lllNt. YOUR SCALP.
concerning the action of representatives in circulating a petition In outWin Remove the Loose Dandruff side places to have the track taken
Scales But It Won't Cure
up, nnd In offering Inducement to seDandruff,
cure such signatures.
If your hair is brittle and thinning,
A Mechanical Violin Player.
yon hnvc dandruff The mere scourThe violin is hidden in a case that
ing of the scalp of the loose scales,
won't cure dandruff; because dandruff resembles, in n general way, that of
Is nothing but scales of scalp being a typewriter, being (Hied with a key- thrown up by a pestllerous little germ hoard. The keys, which arc actuated
in burrowing its way to the root qfj by electromngnates,
replace the fin- the hair where it suns the vitality, gets of tin- violinist s left hand. They
causing falling hair and, in time, bald- touch the strings of the Instrument
ness
Xow you can't stop dandruff
determínate points, and modify, acnor falling hair, nor prevent bald- al
of the
ness unless you destroy that germ, cording to the requirements
and the only preparation that can do pises to be executed, the number and
It is the new scientific discovery, Xew-- 1 la tensity of the vibrations impressed
bro's Herpiclde In fact no other hal on the siringif by the automatic bow.
preparation claims to kill the dun- This bow Is formed of movable discs
druff germ all of them will n an the on pivots, whose moverftnl.c are
scalp; soap and water wHI do that,
by clectromngnets.
A small
but only Xewbro's, Herpic lde gets at electric motor inside the case
fur
the root of the trouble and kills the nishes th" power. Finally, flexible
dandruff germ. Sold by leading drug bands,
.similar to tlose of a mechan- 10c to stamps for samgists
ple to The Herpiclde
Co., Detroit. cal piano player, are used to direct;
Mich. Two siües. íiOc and $1.00. B. the action of this steel Paganini.
The execution is not displeasing to
H. Brlggs & Co., special agents.

TEXICO DETERMINES

acore
Cincinnati ..100 M0 100
Huston

. .

.

.000

000

(102

mi
01

It

2
3

f.

R.
2

8

1

Enthusiastic Meeting of Citizens Held Last Night Determines to Outdo Successful
Event of Last Fall.

l)or- -

St. Louis 3; Hr(Millu 2.
Louis, July 13. St. Louts
from Hroiiklyn today, 3 to 1.

it.

Piral game
St. Louis
000 0(i0 Ml
Brooklyn
.ool 001 uno- -3
Batteries Raymond
and
Rueker, Holmes and Bergen.

tie-twi-

H

Batteries Coakley and Schlel
tjer, Poults and lirahum.

won
ISpnliM

R. tit. E
1
3 T
1

1

Philadelphia ...Oil 000 0002 8
Sullivan;
Bntterlw White
and
Hender, Coombs and Schreek

S

Washington Loses Twice.
Washington, July 13. St. Louis defeated Washington today in two hard-fouggames, 3 to 2 and 4 to 2.
R. H. B.
First gome
Washington
..001 001 000 2 T 1
.

000 100

St. Louis

2003

Second

ooo ooo 2
000 110 2004

I. .mi- -

St

and

K. II.

game-- -,
. .011

Washington

2

4

flatteries Johnson,
Warner
Street; Uruham and Blew,

J

'

s

i

9

2

Smith and Street; Powell, Howell, Wudde
and Spencer.
Batteries

Cleveland

Mexico
Wool
assotn ttroi.
which Is to be held In Socorro
this
year, will probably take place during
tile Week of the fair.
--

Xcw York 0.
13
York, July
The local
Americans failed tu keen up the good
work they showed against Cleveland
on Saturday, and were shut out by the
visitors today, 3 to 0.
R. II E
Score
Cleveland . ...000 102 0003 Ü I
Xew York
...000 000 0000 10 0
Batteries Chel. X. Clark; Kl.lnow
and Blair,

Journal Want Ads Get Results!

Xew

Honors Even at Boston.
Boston, July 13. Boston and Detroit each won a game this afternoon.
R. H. E.
First game- 80 000 0228
Detroit
7
5
000 000 0022
Boston
Batteries Kllllan
and Schmidt;
Pruitt, Clcotte und Corrigan
It. H. E.
Second game
o
ooo osi oo
4 lo
Beaton
010 000 0102 8 0
Detroit
Batteries Morgan and Carlrgan;
Summers, Suggs and Schmidt.

4

UK.

I; Omaha
uud

in-

won,

Lincoln

to 2.

R. H R
Score
200 000 0002 3 3
Omaha
100 300 000 4 7 1
Lincoln
Hallenbeck and
Batteries Hall,
Le brá ltd; Johnson and Zlnran.
IHm MoIiick H; Denver 7.
Denver, July 13. Dea Maine won
of a
today by heavy bombardment
young college pitcher numcd Ackb-y- ,
who wan baited out of the box In the
eighth Inning.
R. H. E
Scors
8
3
300 310 0007
Denver
Den Moines

.

.210 001 0408
Ackley.
Hohannon

Hatterles
Clark, Nelson and

y.aluxky;

At

KaitHM
Paul 5.

St.

At Toledo:

olis

11

Kaa-del-

2

and
.

t'lty:

Kunsu

Toledo

fj

i'lty

10;

Indianap-

.

('olumbu 2: LouisAt Oolumbu:
ville 1.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 1;
2.

I'm lib. A: Ktoux

01

1

Kr. una
Hntterle
geiald and Smith.

Out of town patrons
sending their orders
during the week of
the sale will be entitled to and will receive all benefits.

Í

REPORTS

OF

TROUBLE WITH

Santa I'e's Pmisi-- al to It- nioM- Track
I Oil of lllinle,I,,,,,. Will Da IP...
stated
Cltlsens.
-

Attorney Oeneral J. M. Ilervey. of
New Mexico, arrived In Albuquerque
und spent the night here,
Move lust nightHervey
will leave this morntlenerul
Through Reservation Merely ing for Texlco, where he goa-- In connection with the legal proceedings by
to Get Acquainted With the which the people of Texlco hope to restrain tin- Santa Fe railroad from the
proposed removal of its tracks south
Indians,
from the border (own, the proposed
following the op, ning Of the
Lieutenant Warren. Fifth United in w line from Cameo, on the Pecos
States cavalry, stationed at Fort Win-gat- valley line, to CloyiS. The case has
passed through AlbuQUerque aroused much Interest In eastern New
last nighl on his way to the fort to Mexico and will be watched with
Join his troop on the long
march

Detachment
Sam's Troops

of

Big

Uncle

s

e,

through

the

reservation,

Navajo

which will lo gin on the 16th of this
month, and occ upy five troops of cavalry, five companies of Infantry and u
battery of field artillery for the
greater part of the summer.
Lieutenant Wnrren, whose marriage
lo Miss Otero, of Santa Fe, was recently celebrated,
and who Is well
known here through his frequent appearances with his troop at Xew
Mexico fairs, declined to discuss the
purpose of the trip through the reservation or to talk of It at all further
than to say that he had been ordered
to report for duty.

NOTICE.

have a full jewelers' outfit for sale
cheap, Including full set tools of all
new;
descriptions, mostly
also all
materials for repairing, small stock
watches, rings, etc. Anyone wishing
Wlngate, however,
From Fort
to locate in good thriving town, adcomes a jiositlve denial of the story
dress me at Gallup, X. M.
PETER KITCHEN.
sent out from Arizona to the effect
that the big demonstration is to quiet
threatening restlessness among the
It is stated that no serious
MEN AND WOMEN. IndluiiH.
disturbances of any kind have been
Vtb lit
for unnatural
la ta i
diacb''a,iufiauin,ationi, reportad and that the march In for
mBm Canariuiuaa'ra.l
V Irritation! or ulcc tfloDi the
purpose of acquainting the troops
aTSS Lol .e atrtfllBrt.
of in ifom membranal.
Fovaaaa CaaUfCaa.
Palmen, and not attrin- - with the country, a more careful mnp-- j
CaltHEtV.KSCHHIIDAtCa.
or
polaonout.
ant
f
ping of the reservation and a visit to
cmciNNTi,oJfjB
old ay DrainrlltS,
,
several large deiiichmeiits of Xnvajos
or aent In plain
"' "
JaaaaaW.
for who have never up to this time had
br eiaie, prepa-dSJ.TÍ1.
SI. 00. r
Urculw awl uu rtvjuatt Uin opportunity to get ucu,uulutcil with
1

i

U

wrat-jar,

.

THK KCONOMIMT

NJBJj

tHI

S

the restraining arm of s paternal
government.
The march Is one of the biggest
military demonstrations
which haa
been made in the southwest since the
. - l
a ...
A
n
cuija oi cue pacne wars.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS TO
BEGIN AT TEXICO

NAVAJOS

-

l,t-.l.--

i

Colic, Cholera ami DL

liaiiilM-rlaiu'-

uniuiu Itemed, Would Have

Saved Him 100.
"In 1902 I had u very severe attack
of dlarrhoa," says K. N. Farrar of Cat
Island, La. "For several weeks I was
unable to do anything. On March 1,
1907, I Mad a similar attack, and took
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Dlarrhoa remedy which gave me prompt
relief. I consider It one of the best
medicines of Its kind In the world
and had I used it in 1902 believe It
would have saved me a hundred dollar's dostor boll." Sold by all druggists
President Mlcnds Polo (.nine.
Oyster Hay. July 1 3 President
tonight
Roosevelt was much elated
when he reached Sagamore Hill on his
return from Cedorhurst, L l when)
th. Squadron "A" polo team, of which
Stewart Monroe ltoblnson, his nephew, is a member, won u vlctorv over
The
polo team
the Philadelphia
game was close and exciting throughout, the final score being 11 to 10.
The president was one of the closest
followers of the play.

TlUaWONUaUitT

ECONOMIST NJj

H

Ml

THE ECONOMIST

"""'

.íkauy-to-wka-

of Integrity.

I"Our
I

Semi-Annu-

k

MAIL ORDERS

t

No Argument
Necessary.

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
hv noons, milunrthy ami women's
oaumkxtu EXCLvai klt.
F0O1SB OKDKK8 FILLED PROMPTLY.

KflJJED PROMPTLY.

"

""

"

aalH

for

his Mark Stand

Prices talk and talk
the
Follow
loud.
and
wise buyers
come to this sale.

Mdso. of

Ieterrltf

I

Clearance Sale is Now On

al

Do not fail to attend this Semi-Annuevent. In this sale your dollars do double duty, Prices advertised will hold
good all week or until goods are sold out, so be early. Scan below mentioned list for a few of the many specials.
al

Dress Goods Specials

Silk Petticoat Specials

floods Special, Lot No. 1.
CotUM pluid. xclllng regulurly up to
25c chooHe at, per yurd 9c.
Dren (JoodH Special. Lot No. 2.
reguU'oolaud cotton mlxi-d- ,
larly up to 3f.e, ChOOae at per yard lie
Dre

Fancy Silk 19 hu h wide, nelllng reg
ulurly up to TÍC, Lot No. 1 chooHe ut
per yard

39c.

My

$8 00

values at

Black Taffetta Silk
Black Taffeta R"k. 27 Inch nlso
Inch, moneys worth. Helling regular at
at i bíand $1.50 a yard, do
sale at 9Kc yard.
Silk remnant to close, choice of any
remnant It half regular marked price
Remnants of wool dress goods, choice
goods remnant at half
of any dr.-regular marked prices.

Parasol and Umbrella

$3.48
$4.98
$5.98

$7.50 values at
$9.00 values at

Wash Petticoat Special
values go at
values go at
go at
Tic vnlii.-$1.25 valúen go at
$1.50 vulucs go at

39c
49c
59c
85c
98c

50c
C5c

s

Ready to Wear Dept.
4.

Pueblo, July 13. Pueblo hit time
I y today and defeated
Sioux City 8 t
4. Score:
000 021 001 .1 s
Motil t'lty
Pin-bi-

i

80

Asstx i.vrio.v

&MKRICAN

j

these who have heard the Automatic
Virtuoso execute Its music, whether
classical or popular.
It must not be supposed, that the
Instrument Is content with imitation
with repetition by note. No; it executes with both nicety and nerve. It
"puts its whole soul" Into Its music.
It varies Its effects In an astonishing
manner and renders the slightest
nuances of the composer. It executes
easily the mOSl difficult passages.
Finally, it has this enormous advantage over the human violinist It has
at Its disposal, we may say. an unlimited number of finger-- , which It can
use all at once. It can thus play both
atr and accompaniment at the same
tinte,
It goes even further, since It
executes duets on one Instrument, and
with as much harmony nnd volume
of tone as if two violinists were- playing together.
It hfiay be understood that professionals Have welcomed such a rival as
ibis ultli t vague feeling of disquiet.
The organizers of chamber concerts
hull witfl enthusiasm the advent of
this doc ile executant in the hope that
it will lower thepresent fantastic
prices of professional violinists.
But the hour has not come when
the humble country fiddler will find
himself supplanted by the Virtuosa;
Its price of 6.0(1(1 francs ($1,200 ) will
repel, at least for some time, the givers of rustic entertainments.
Translated from La Nature for Literary

HEIR EH. Berreutr).

2.

Johnson was

13.

TO

tl

This Mark stands for

1

Lincoln

j

m

.

Omaha. July
vincible today

1

t

:

WESTERN L KM

ni

j

!

3

I

September, officers wile elected and
directors appointed, und It decided
that the second Mr should be a much
more elaborate affair than the one
held last year, which was an unqualified success In every way, and attracted lh" larger gathering of oeonle In
the history of the Oem city. Another
meeting will be held tomorrow evening 81 which the various committees
will be announced and arrangements
made for getting actively to work on
the task of gathering exhibits of mln- erais, arranging for agric ultural, hor- tlcultural and live stock exhibits and
securing attractions and other busl-- ,'
i! be transacted,
tics
The officers elected nt tonights!
meeting were; E. A. Drake, president;
0, A. Baca, secretary and treasurer;
P. J. Savage, manager.
The board of
directors, n'so named nt the meeting!
tonight, consists of the following citi
zens, well known for their hustling
abilities: Kstevun Baca, Anton May-- '
er and A. C. Torres.
The annual convention of the Yew!

1

4009

ániumiil.;
enAn

h,-l-

.

200

In the Morula
M., July IS.

Socorro was
miight In t In- office of sheriff a. C. Aheyt'a, at which
it was definitely decided to hold the
second annual Socorro county fair In

IJAH1E.

201

X.

thusiastic meeting of the clttaena of

liss;

Kvoi Break at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia,
July
11 Chicago
in a
broke even with Philadelphia
double-heade- r
here today.
It. H. E.
First game
Chicago
loo ooo oooi lo 2
Philadelphia ...102 000 020 .1 6
Sullivan nn.i
batteries Manuel.
.Weaver; Duggart. Plank and Schreck.
It. H. C
Second game
CMcftfH

Miaatra

Socorro,

u

i

.

AMEK1CAN

GOUNIY FAIR

ON

AND

MAIL

Ha, a

PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATION

(

3; Cincinnati 2.
Cincinnati, July IS- .- fhe winning
run wus forced over the plate in the
eleventh on a base on balls.
Boston

alia

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT CO.

PreMlrtcut

and

Camnltz

Roller Milla, a Winery, the

C.'.ZU; It ALANCE ON NOTE AND MOHTO aOfi FROM ONE TO TW " EARS AT 8 PER CENT INTER ;JT; TITTJK rERFlDOT. WARRANTY DEEDS OIV.tJN

ONI--THIR-

WRITE FOR MAPS

.

030

illlll, Patent

BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN. EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

July 13. New York
Pittsburg,
both games of a double-heade- r
today by 7 to 0 and 7 to 4.
R. 11 K
First game
Pittsburg
...000 000 000 0 3 1

ifl

WIDE AVENUES AND STS.

LOTS 25X140 FT.

ANO RESIDENCE

the Rio Grande, it b

took

New York

1,000 BUSINESS

OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE

100 03x--- C
8
n and Shea; Flt- -

A O illicit i cii Woman
la always found In ths same

hou.v
li
with Ballard's Snow Liniment,
every
of
family
the
member
keeps
...
lo
and pain, It
free from
burns and scald and cures rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago and u!l
muscular sorenrsa and atlffnem. Sold
I
M O Itlelly Co.
tU. bOc and
SI 00 a bottle.
n-

while 100 light color lawn wrapper
last choose at 9c each.
1

Silk Dresses
made of crepe de chene. Rla.'k lace,
foulard and silk Jumper dresses, some
worth up to $75.00. while they last
i boose nt
$10.00.

Wash Dresses and
gerie Suits.

Lin-

Slightly soiled from being on display
divided Into 4 lots to close 8r. $1.(8,
$2.98 and $3.18: worth double.

Dept.
Entire stock goes In this sale.
$1.00 value. t;r,c.$5.(i0 values $.1.25
$2.50 values $1.50 $7.50 value $3.95.
$3.50 values $1.85 $10.00 values 5.00.
$4.(10 values $2.50. $25.00 values $7.50

Squaw Bags
made of suede, leather. In nil colors,
three styles to select from, value $1.50
choose at 98c.

Silk Coats

Neckwear Clearance

Reduced to close out the entire stock
now In this sale; made of tnff.-ti- i
and

Turnover white nnd colored 10c kind
on sale at 5c: 25c kind on sale at 10c.
A big line of neckwear worth to 50c
choice at 25c.

pongee

for $10.00 values.
$10.00 for $15.00 values.
$12.50 for $20.00 values.
$15.00 for $28.00 values.

$B.0fl

Rushing

Tourist rushing box of 8 yards onlv
10c; Fancy edge, white rushing, boxes
of 0 yards, regular 75c value sale price

Silk Gloves

2

silk gloves,
$2.00 values 18 button
black and tan
sic
80c value. 2 clasp Kayser silk gloves
25c chlldrens

3c

2

clasp lisle glove. . .10c

for 16c.

Infants Wear Dept
Img nnd short dresses

nnd slips.

go in this sale at
80c values g In this sale at
7 5c value
go In till sale at
$1.00 value go In this ale at

29c

ROc

THE tXONOMIMT

.

...'.39c

49c
69c

r..ni.v HI,
..
.

nre all reduced to ubout half regular
prices, so come preps red to be surprised at our low price on all kinds of

l,

r,u

tier

vA

.

19c

a i,
awe.
.

Sun Bonnets
Choice of any gingham or chsmbrny
sun bonnet, tmually selling It Z6c
choose at 10c each.

w ek khullng July

18. 1908.)

wash goods

10c

nt

Women's gauze lisle hose, black, tan
19c
or white. 35c kind
Women's lace hose, black, tan or while
S7Vii'
76c kind
Women's silk hose, value $2.00 $1.15

Ginghams
1

5c

16c

Double hemstitch embroldercld corner
25c
special, 6 for
15c
Hematltch luce Insert, regular
16c
handkrchlef, 2 for
All linen embroidered Inltiinl hand10e
kerchief, special
All linen hemstitched handkerchiefs, I
28c
for

Women's Undermuslins
Hemsltch lucked drnwers, special only

lie

9c

ni. li lot of gowns snd skirts used
for dlHplsy purpose nnd are slightly
muyssed n sale at big reduction.
--

Knit Underwear Specials
Women and misses' I6o umbrella
union suit, lace trimmed pants and
yoke
lie
Women's 76c union suits on sale lOo
Come In umbralla pant, tight knee or
ankle length.

gingham

Choice c
a yard
1

18c chambray
26c Solsetle

Handkerchief Specials

A

.
.
fancy rinnon per yuro

(

Infants mercerized hose 25c kind go
at
12ttc
Misses Lace Hose, black, tan, white;
17 Vic
ISc kind ut
Clilldrena black ho.-- , regular 16c kind

6

Entire stock of fancy ribbons goes
10c fancy ribbon, 2 yd for 8c
ir.c fancy ribbons, per yard ftc.
tr.

Wash Goods

Corset covers specials at 29c, 89c and

Ribbon Specials
I
50

Hosiery Specials

duck

1

Bed Spread .Specials
Choose any bed apread or white counter pane in the lot at 10 per cent off
regular prlcea.

White Goods Specials
and lTVio quality India Linen 12
18o
quality India Linen
17 Vio
quality India Linen
our figured white good reduced to
like proportions.

16c
20c
26c
Alt

.i
Long Cloth Specials

Come cut in 12 yard pieces.
$2.00 quality In this sale
$2.26 quality. In this aala
$3 r.o quality in this aala

ii

iii

1.60

11.10
$2.80

f

Waists
Our
pieced
prices.
you'll

entire stock of women's walts
on sle at about half reguiur
It In need of a waist comu and

be

--

o. ..i

i.

.1

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CLEVELAND PUTS pbdfessional

From the $1,000,000
in white ile,

TOP-FLOO-

M

lOO SENILES

llili
!&,

K

I

1l

A crisp, dainty graharr

55

cards

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS!

At your grocer's

10c.

iaíe

Office In

M.

PHYSICIANS AND SUMMONS.

in

I

F0R RENT
FOR RENT

Money to Loan

'

IS

house-keepln-

8,

TRY

V

FOR RENT One-rootent house.
furnished for light housekeeping.
1122 South Edith.
POR RENT If looking for a room.
call at the Grant Flats, 803 V4 West
Central, and inspect our rooms, and
get our prices.
FOR RENT Rooms for housekeep-ing- ,
524 West Central. Call at rear.
FOR RENT A
tent, partly
furnished. Inquire 323 S. Edith.
FOR RENT Two good rooms for
light housekeeping, . $11. Call 104
North Second.
m

CASH
ON

THESE SMALL
ADS.

-

FOR SALE

It

1

every description at

way.

I

i

,

1

r.--

1

v-

Able-bodi-

v.n

ed

w

av-j.-

I

J-

particulars and photo. Address Las
Vegas Oarage and Bicycle Works, 416
Orand Ave,, East Las, Vegas, N. M.
FtR SALE A brund new protecto-grap- h
of the kind recently represented here In the city. Taken from
the agent In exchange for services,
with the intention of selling It. Will
be sold much under price.
Call at
the Journal office.
FOR SALE Oood saddle pony cheap
Gentle and good traveler. Call at
Morning Journal office after 1 p. m

I

FORESTS

I

--

high-grad-

T

non-suppo-

sur-prlse-

2--

Pe-O-

exlst-rollin-

i

Delicious

.

H

j

j

,,,

r,.nr',

Coffee and

.,.,,,

Tea

bottle-wrapp-

habit-formin-

g

triple-refine-

d

e

ÁjOVesjrmpton" Indicate: I'ruf l

M ft . rrf JaftVnon Mwl t oiler,-- ,
M. Q Wood. M. I) . f I nlr.of I 'a

Chamberlain's

Hailltoloe,
i'hlln : I'mf

M

rmi.

spec-tacul-

awe-inspiri-

.,e

Z?'TZ!l
viavauauuiaIB

SUseSsd.

ana "
Iler
COO
lie lion w,i
n

1U

'

tr ooweis ar bum,
sad aoesr-coai-

ttar ttluor

d

"jej

pl o

,

Journal Want Ads Get Results!

CoiicChol-er-

a

Nest Egg.
Mod leal cd Egg".
Poultry Markers.
Violera Cure,
Croup Cure.
I, Ice Killers of Ail Kinds.
Hpruy Pumps,
w lilt. Wash
Fountains.
Egg Teeters.
All kinds of Stock and Pmilirv Nr.
renames.
K. W. FEE,
Plume In.
S. Ural.
. las-- .

New Orleans,

July 13. Although
confirming statements about the
and
nature of
the Mexican oil fire, Captain R. N.
Raven, of th- - steamship City of Mexico, from Tatnplco. today said that the
gigantic fire between Templen and
Tuxpan. Mes leo, I endangering little
es! authors and manr otasraeodnraliir. In ih of the country except the Immediate
H. said there
etroeesat possible sisvacb and every In- - vicinity of u,,.
no ,
r strlcker. people and no
"""(sr.t. Pieree? P1ent Pellets rasrulsl snd cities endangered, especially not Tarn- College.
I'.of llalmetuann Med.
Jonri King, M l , Author ut
DlUMilsalort ; rrof Jno M sciid- : Prof.
f,lr of
í. Y ; Prof. 1'lnrey Elllngwood. M. . AuHinr
of Mausrla Medic sad rrof In Brunei i Medl
ad
esl OuUes. Cblcagp. VfeudR. Vname and BufI'lrrrr.
Posts! Card to
dra Ü!oo Y..
rrv
booklet firing
end receive
falo.
extract from wrttlneaof all to aU e medi-

Bale.

DIARRHOEA

and Diarrhoea Remedy

nr

In fact, in most rases one done la
- ni
It never falls nnd can
be relied upon In the most sei

vere noil dangerous cases
it n
eipiallv valuable
for cliiklrrn

and

Is lite means of saving the
Ihes of many children each year

lie wm til history no no di
cine lias ever met with k renter
In

I

MICOM

Price 25c. Large Size 50c.

pound, we confidently believe, is the best brand
ever sold in Albuquerque.

Pump-Drinkin-

T.N.Linville

WANTED

iournal Want Ads Get Results!

Miscellaneous

WÁlTÉrPi:pe8i

ards' Cigar Store.

change for paying business or other

.

JEÜ

JJI,'!L

FOR RENT Desirable 4 room cottage on Lockhart's ranch. Also two
furnished rooms at 406 WeBt Lead avenue. Phone 712.
FOR RENT Six room brick house,
modern. Close in. Inquire E. B.
Booth

tf

FOR RENT
brick house at
609 West Coal avenue;
fine location.
brick houce,
cor North Fifth st. and Marquette
ave;
modern. 6 rooms
oyer San Jose Restaurant, Central
avenue. E. H. Dunbar, Gold and
Third.
FOR RENT Some good houses, Porterfield Co., 216 West Gold.
tl FOR RENT First class modern

apartment,

new,

$20.

Lloyd

Hunsuker, 205 West Gold.
FOR RENT Good tent house, furLOST A eresent pin with 18 pearls
nished, $10.
class
and 2 carved leaves. Valued as n house, dose in, $18.FirstLloyd
Hunsaker,
keepsake.
Reward If returned to 205 W. Gold,
Santa Fe Hospital.
FOR RENT
modern brick
dwelling, first class In every way.
fine location.
MUSICAL
Lloyd Hunsaker. 20"
West Gold.
DAY'S superior piano tuning, repairing and polishing. Expert work
guaranteed; permanently located- 500
FOR RENT
Ranches
West Hazeldlne avenue. Phone 1317.
FOR RENT 6 vi acre ranch. Oood
place for chickens. Porterfield Co.,
216 West Gold.
FOREXCHANGE
FOR EXCHANGE One residence lot
STOLEN.
Clovls.
What have you? 9 room
Party
3
who took bicycle
lots, Albuquerque, for stolen
residence,
from Silver avenue barn Sunday
cottage. P. O. Sox 354,
J16
morning, will kindly return same at
once and avoid prosecution.
tf
'IX)
NOTICE
THE PUBLIC.
unhereby
given
is
Notice
by the
PERSONAL
dersigned that the Independent Lumber company has this day purchaaed DR. NACAMUL1 will be back at his
office from Europe September 16,
from the Rio Grande Material and
Lumber company all of the assets of 1908.
the Rio Grande Material ard Lumber
company, located at the corner of
Murquette avenue and North Third
in Real
street. That the Independent Lumber
company will pay all indebtedness due
room
$26004
brick cottsge, wash
and owing from the Rio Grande Mahouse, corner lot, cement walk
terial and Lumber company to any
on both sides; close in.
person, firm or corporation, and will
$16004 room frame cottage,
collect all bills due and owing to the
nicely finished, and two room
said Rio Grande Material and Lumber
dobe, cement finish; 60 ft. lot,
company.
S. Broadway.
RIO GRANDE MATERIAL a.ij
5 room brick cottage, mod$3000
LUMBER COMPANY.
em, extra nice; close in,
By S. J. Brack, Manager.
$19004 room frame cottage modTo the former customers of the
ern, W. Lend eve. Easy terms.
Rio Grande Lumber Co. and to the $1000
shingle roof adobe
trade In general:
dwelling, good foundation, ceThe undersigned, having this day
ment walk, N. Fourth st
bought out the entire Interest of the
$1400 6 room frame cottage, near
Rio Grande Lumber Co. ond having
shops; easy terhw If desired.
assumed all liabilities and had transnew brick store
ferred to us All accounts due said Rio $8600
building on Central avenas.
Grande Lumber Co. hereby announce
$2300
frsme with bath;
that we will conduct said yard as
good outbuildings; lot 76 by
strictly a retail lumber yard, and will
142; lawn, 16; shade trees; 4th
carry a full line of everything needward.
ed in building material.
$1860
finish;
cement
We hope to merit your patronage
adobe, bath, electric light.
and can promise you the best of treat-men- t.
$1200
frame. North Ith
Mr. & J. Brack will remain
street, 60 foot lot, city water.
with un and he will be glad to have
$2760
new brick cottage,
ints friends call and get our prices
modern, cloe In.
placing their orders.
$2360
bilck octave, modINDEPENDENT LUMBER CO,
em. Fourth ward.
By Louis B. Ilaon, Manager.

SOLE AGENT.

LOST

-

Bargains

Phone 33S

eij

Estate

i

--

quality native white bran.
per hundred. The strongest
bran ever sold. E. W. Fee.
4
South llrst.
Heat
1.75

02-C-

mis W. Central.

Broad

ce

I

Tr-.y-

r-

200 S.

property.
Inquire 220 West Sll- m2
FOR SALE Beautiful Fischer piano. ver.
No. 8'!, Green Oak, cost $450 net in REAL ESTATE BARGAINS Resi-denNew York. Certified copy of receipted
lots on easy terms. $2300
bill for piano sent to applicants. Good New 4 room brick house, easy terms.
bargain for cash. Apply John A. Mac- - Suit
purchaser. $2700 New 5 room
Donald, Fort Bayard, N. M.
brick, good cerms. . $2650 5 room
FOR SALE Sweet cider, two and modern brick, splendid
location.
three year old pure cider vinegar by $2150 4 room frame, fine location.
the gallon, keg or barrel at Alber's L.
E Folds. Real Estate, Renting and
ranch, South Second street. Phone
Employment Agent, 209 W. Gold.
1573.
FOR SALE A few more of those Telephone 600.
White Leghorn and Plymouth Rock FOR SALE
modern brick:
InHens, one and two years old.
terms like paying rent. Portertleld
quire E. J. Strong, Strong's Book Co., 2 1C West Oold.
Store.
FOR SALE Two good homes ut a
bargain, Borterlplsj Co.. 216 West
FOR SALE Bargain; one Ford run
vi
with
about with tonncau
double
Gold.
brating roil; new leather tire protec- FOR SALE Good lots, $10 down, a
tors; two side oil and two acetellne
per month. Porterfield Co., 216
lamps, gas tank, rodoametrr,
horn West Gold.
condition and In
and top; first-clas- s
fine running order; fully guaranteed
as represented.
If Interested send for

1

i

dou-

Real Estate

FO RESALE Lot No. 1, lfio- p- ÓT1K
on 12th st, in Perea addition for
$225. For further Information write
H. H. Huffman, No. 11 Randolph st.,
Roanoke. Va.
FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
Third and Mountain Road, $2,000.
Also lots In Old Town with fruit trees,

ble harness, express wagon. 621 W,
Silver.
FOR SALE All kinds of house hold
furniture. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
west end of viaduct.
tf
FOR SALB A iholcs typewriter In
good condition
Apply 60 S. Sec-J1- 5 $50 each.
JJ0
ond.
FOR SALE On easy payments.
lots, single or In bunch, good locaFOR SALE Household goods of tion. Fine Investment, or will, ex-

1

1

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

FOpTXLEGood, gentle horse,

to-w-

1

g;

ave.

TO MAKE IT

i

Com-mandt- v.

Roorrw

The most sanitary and
rooms at the Rio Grande
519 West Central.
J2
loan
FOR RENT A nice room witlTmod-er- n
conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 1136.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, light
housekeeping or lodging; large,
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
block north of park. S. E. cor. Eighth
st. and Kent ave. Rates moderate.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
light housekeeping, bath and elec-trl- c
sonable. Call and see rs before borlight. 724 South Second.
J21
Steamship tickets to and
rowing.
422
RENT
FOR
at
Room
North
6th
world.
from all parta of the
No sick.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
FOR RENT Three furnished rooma
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
for man and wife. Call at 417 B."
PRIVATE OFFICES
OPEN EVENINGS
Arno.
Dr. Wilson.
tf
30 H West Central Avenue FURNÍ SIIED'r OO MS for light
also bedrooms with or
STORAGE
without board. Gerónimo hotel, 121
North First.
a6
WANTED
Pianos, household goods,
etc.. s'.ored anfl packed safely at FOR RENT Nicely rurnlahed front
room with board. Mrs. W. H. Reed,
The
reasonable rates. Phone 540.
Security Warehouse & Improvement 415 North Second.
tf
II
4,
Co.
Grant
and
Offices, Rooms
RENT One pleasant room. InBlock, Third ttreet and Central Ave. FOR
quire 210 South Walterst.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, light
housekeeping rooms, 3. 4, 5, and 6
room houses. L. E. Folds Real Estate and Renting Agent, 209 W. Gold

-

RAILROAD

J

clone In the southwest. Southweatern
Personal Property,.
Husmesg Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
tf
26?.
coal
miners
WANTED Anthracite
at Madrid, N. M. Mines working ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS,
Apply to James Lamb. Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
full time.
tf also on Salaries and Warehouse Re"ti perintendent.
nnd ceipts, as low as $10.00 and as high as
salespeople
WANTED Extra
ca'sh boys for our Gigantic Clearing j 150.00. Loans are quickly made and
private. Time: One month to
Sale. Apply today. L. Kempenich. strlctly
one year given, uaoas to remain in
your posseeelon.
Our rates are rea-

N. V. Armijo bulla
and
lng, Albuquerque, N. M.
(By Moraine Journal Hpecinl luwl Wire
DRS. SHADRACH & TULL
Cleveland. July 13. Fy a vote at
WANTED
Positions
Practice Limited
KANSAS CITY
21 to 7 the city councld tonight passed
Eye, Ear, Nósa and Throat
D
dressmaker
First
class
an ordinance decreeing, that hence- Oculist nad Aurist for Santa Fe Const
wants work. Work guaranteed. 202
Linea. Office State National Bank North
forth no private celebration of the
J15
Amo.
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; 1:86
Foiiith of July by the use of firearms
as housekeeper
Position
WANTED
p.
5
to
m.
or fireworks shall occur. The counin city or out of town. E. H., care
cil, however, l eserved the right to
GIRL WITH PISTOL NEW
of Journal.
HOMEOPATHS.
fatlgtted. An hour Inter he was dead,
Experienced
POSITION WANTED
dltplay" In the public parks If It no DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
lady wishes position as chambermaid
Homeopathic
desired. The ordinance was the result
or waitress, or care of one or two chilPhysicians and Surgeons
of the death of ten persons In this Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones: Of dren.
Address F. M., box 36, Fort
SUBDUES IRATE
FINANCED
year's Independence day observance.
flee 828: residence, 10S9, Albuquer316
Wingate, N. M.
que. N. M.
young
By
a
POSITION WANTED
lady as bookkeeper or stenograVETERAN NEWS GATHERER
DENTISTS.
prefey bookkeeping. Can furpher:
FATHER
Inquire fit 211 i
good reference.
President of Colorado, Colum
nish
IS CLAIMED BY DEATH DR. J. E. KRAFT
Surgeon
Denial
W. Silver Ave.
building.
Phon.
Barnett
Rooms
bus and Mexican Line He- 744. Appointments made by mall.
P. FngUsil Suc uinhs to Heart DisWANTED Young man wants position as fireman for stationary
ease
on
Bronchi
iinrd
h
Work
From
SuccessfulMis
turns
ASSAYEKS.
boiler, In town or out. 109 North
Jerseyman Attempts to Murnt Denver.
First street.
W. JENKS
sjon to New York,
Vssayer
der His Family and Becomes!
Chicago.
July 13. Gusta vus P.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer
Stiglish, news editor of the Associated
Money.
WANTED
Target for Plucky DaughWest Fruit avenue, postofflce Do
That the new north and south lint Press in Chicago for fifteen
veara, 609
173. or at office of F. H. Kent, 111 WANTED Tf.600 andTjIOO Opj good
which will tap the rich mineral and died of heart disease a short time after
South Third street.
ter's Bullets,
real estate security. Lloyd Hunsuker.
timber .sections of western New Mexico reaching his home here from Denver
205 West Oold.
this evening. Mr. English had assistCIVIL ENGINEERS.
is now assured lg indicated iiv the folWANTED To borrow $1.100 on 10
Hr Mornlac Journal hm-- i
ed In reporting the democratic naUi4 Vire !
acres of good valley land and 14
Dal Monta, V. J. June IS. Enraf-- 1 lowing from the El Paso Times:
tional convention and whin he arrived PITT ROSS
of live .stock. Total value $2.r,00.
head
Surveyor
County
y
by family troubles Amoa Polhamtn
A. O. Bail-of Columbus. N. M.. home tonight he complained of feeling
Box 139, city.
attempted to murder his wife nnd four president Of. the Colorado. Columbus fatigued. An hour later he was dead. Attorney before U. S. Land Depart
ment. Land Scrip for sals. Civil
children today but was himself prob and Mexican railroad, who
Mr. English, who was (3 years old
engineering. Oold avenue, opposite
has been
daughnl,ly fatally atlOl by hit
WANTED
Boarders
Morning Journal office.
In New York for the nasi three weeks. is survived by n widow nnd a son. AlHelen,
place.
ol
postmlstriss
ter.
this
bert A. Enklish. He entered newspatable board
BOARDERS First-clas- s
PoMiaiatM express d bin i tentlon of financing the road. Is expected to ar- per work about 30 yean ago. being
Notice of Sale
or board and room. Electric light
killing all tin- member of hia family. rive in El Paso today after a success- known !n his younger days as one of
Notice is hereby given that the unOccidental and bath. Private place. 505 South
a ful mission.
Arriving at hi home he seised
the most expert shorthand reportera dersigned landlord of thecorner
of E. Walter.
building, located on the
Mr. Bally teiegrnphed local stock' In the country.
hatchet and stru, U Sar.lh. hi 16 year
About 30 years ago Central
avenue and Broadway, Albuii daughter, a glancing blow on the holders of the road sunn time ago he Was onvate seer.-lnrhi tVn lnl' querque, New Mexico, will sell nt pub- SANITORIUM, Rosedale Place, locathead, rendering her onronaoloM
At that h
had been successful in finan- - .!.,..
ed on Lockhart ranch, near Indian
In .kW r m
Merlin .
lic auction, In room No. 301. of said
ing the project and that he
this Juncture, Hob n appeared w ith
..uní. rhleago Tribune.
He held this po Occidental building, on the 3rd day school. Under management of gradand as the Irate man started arrive in Rl Paso today.
sition some twelve years, later becom- of August, 1908, at 10. o'clock In the uate nurses. Rates reasonable. Misses Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1175.
The C. & M. Is one of the new ing connected
no stairs vviih the avowed purpose of
vlth the Associated forenoon, to the highest and best bidkilling his wife who was lying In bed ralliouds projected in the southwest Press, He became especially weii- - der for cash, the following described HOARD and lodging at $20.00 and
property,
v Ith a baby. Helen shot him in the! The company was recently organized
$2f,.00.
Electric light and phone,
knnvvn a an expert
on convention
1
large mahogany desk and chair. nnd bath. 616 W. Coal.
neck. He made a dash for the girl, Mid chartered under the laws of New work, the system by which the recent
table
mahofany
large
Who shot again, the bullet taking sf I Mexico, with n capital stock of 16,- - national conventions
WANTED Hoarders by the day at
were reported
7 mahogany chairs,
'I..H la per cent of which is to be lu lng largely
fect In the abdoman.
412 South Broadway. Ladles premahogany typewriter desk and
his work. He wns born
tf
paid in.
ferred
in Philadelphia and came to Chicago chair,
1
The proposed rond Is to run from in 870. He was a member of nil th
case letter files,
MYSTERY SURROUNDS
HOARD at low ratos. 1 C E. Coal.
3 rugs,
Columbus. N. M.. to Fnrmington. .V. masonic bodhs of the York Rite, h.mg
MURDER OF TROY GIRL
2 oak desks and 2 chairs,
a distance of 4f6 miles.
Twenty an active member of Appollo
oak table,
thousand
dollars
has already been
Knights Templar.
3 oak chairs,
WANTED.
V. Y July 13
It was report'
n tided In running surveys and on
mirror,
el early tonight thai arrests will be
worn,
1 drafting'table and stool,
Pearv Leaves for Par Vonli
WANTED To buy men's secondmud, in the murder mvsteiv of H.v.el
1
The trains of the new road Willi Portland. Me July 13. Command- blueprint table,
hand clothes of all kinds In good
Drew whits,, toi.lv
fntirwl in! ome into HI Paso over the Soul bwc-t-- 1
rack,
hat
er Robert E. Peary, who has been
shape. Highest prices paid in cash.
Teajs Pulid about ten miles from here in inks ir im columnas, an a :r n rtavinu- for i,
baskets,
2
waste
.b..-Send postal. We will call. H. Frank,
m hi.
1 box maps,
aturda v. So arrests w re made, bow- - will g.. out of EI Puso HVCI that live home on Eagle Island left today m- 21 North Third street, phone 882.
3
. -r
cuspidors,
un.y
ahhotlgh
th.
officers lo f armlnjton.
compsnled bv Mr.- -. Peary, for Cape said property so advertised to bo sold WANTED FOR II. S. ARMY
r - ,,1
the late nfternori and evening
..,; ay local Breton, where
The new line is pr
unmarried men between ages
he will loin the shir. to satisfy landlord's lien for eight
In tne country.
It Is thought devel-- ' n
.ilisi.; end by New M
...
ftooseveli . Mr, p..,.,. Zu
months rent due from the Rio Ornnde of 18 and 35; citizens of United States
...v.
i...
h.u'sis. i: win traverse mhio
tiie as Sydney and return with their chil- Land, Water and Power company; of good character and temperate habRudolph OUndrum and
Frank r. h. st mineral.
agrl u;; ir;.l Ond dren, who are making the trip, to amounting on the 1st day of July to its, who can speak, read and write
K'nlth. tamers, ar, said to lnvr mn
the sum of 4P. and for payment of English, For Information apply ,to
lands In the state of NVw Mi
CSpe Breton on the Roosevelt.
costs of advertising arid making said Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
fio. ffirl Tuesday nnd spoken to her Ico. and will he built i most entirely
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
sale.
The stories are conflicting. The off)- - through virgin i ouatry.
h
'
WILSON.
hi'"
D.
E.
FRElMIZIED
FARMING
AT
Ladles to call and see our
ore an- at Oundrum's house for the' SM productive.
Landlord of Occidental Bldg. WANTED
new stock of millinery Bt reduced
r.ltrht. awaiting his r'tnrn.
Oundrum
MORIARTY
The ultimate destination of the line
prices. Miss C P. Crane. 512 North
is somewhere In Troy
l)r Broyce, of i said to I' Salt Laxe, I'tah. but for
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
BIDS WANTED.
Avaftll nark, who examined the body tin present the road will be eonstruct- (Morlarty Messenger.)
parlors. Phone 944. ApBids will be received at the office dressmaking
made ihe startling statement thai si i,l only between Colunil
-I
Huh, that's nothing compared with
prentices
Fill II!
wanted.
County
of
the clerk of the Board
siring was knotted about the( ii nion. and connect with K r
the way things grew around Morlarty. ofoioniissioMcts
county,
of Bernalillo
girls ne, k and that she was strangled the South western line
fall one of the ladies desiring a up
Call on us for good help
to 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
In addition to being hit ovr th- - load
mess of potatoes for dinner, went to
1908,
the
at
18th,
July
Saturday,
of all knds.
ill, patch to dig hem. She did not
of said county In AlbuHot wind- - in Nortltnrrat,
have to dig deep to find potatoes, but court house
a
vault
building
of
IN bey w ere so large she could not get querque, for the offilce
L E. FOLDS,
Orand Forks. N, I). ,Jul 13 Tin FLAMING
nni enlarging
hot wind of the last few days has
them out Of the ground. After dig- In the Assessor's
AGENCY
EMPL0YMTNE
ofcaused extensive damage to the grain
ging for .several hours he gave up the the vault In the Probate Clerk's
In
said
plan
with
In
accordance
fice.
crop, frmn YYilllston to Larimer on the1
Phone 600.
attempt and getting an ax, chopped
Board reserves the
line of the Ore l Northern, according
I piece off of oiw large enough to last clerk's office. The
NEW
ENGLAND
bids.
all
any
and
to reports rea, hed tonlglu.
the family of twelve .several days. An- right to reject
Hrnni h
ÍTN'K ANOOHA GOATS.
By order of the Board of County
lines report similar conditions.
other lady Invited a few friends to
e
I have 7,000 registered and
Commissioners.
spend the day with her. and they
Reports from points I" the CanaAngora Bucks. Does and Kids
WALKER,
E.
A.
dian northwest indicate that the damthemsetvaj Immensely in the
for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
Clerk.
age there was greater than In North Maine Woods Allaze: Slmilai cool shade of a couple of tomato
any number to suit the buyer. These
goats are good heavy shearers and
Dakota. The wheat was further
mushes that were in the yard. It rc- MieS Reported Prom OtherUulredafour mnle team to pull a i t In the District Court. County of Ber- will bear critical Inspection. Corns
nnd the severe heat affected It
and see them or write what you want
from the ground, and by digging out
more than In North Dakota.
nalillo.
M. R. McCRORY, M. D ,
Old Colony States.
the centers of turnips with a scraper
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
San Marcial N. M.
Smuggled ( hlnee Token In Kansas
they could be used for barns.
One To Edward B. Clampett, Defendant:
Abellne, Kans.. July 13. Six China (llr Morning Journal HperlaJ leaned Wire. farmer brought a pumpkin to town,
You are hereby notified that a comHOTEL DENVER, COTCVKK SECmen smuggled from .Mexico In a car
Boston. July 13 The fires Which and by getting the citizens of Mo- plaint has been duly filed against you OND AND COAL; BEST $1.50 PER
rlarty
to
together
being
all
ore
are
of
held here.
able in the District Court of Bernalillo DAY HOI SE IN THE CITY. LOW-KNburning for days In the to dispose of kit to them forhe was winThe men were discovered today in have been
their
County, New Mexico, by Rose E.
RATES WEEK OR MONTH;
toMaine
forests continued today and
ter's supply of pumpkin pies. As to Clampett, as plaintiff, praying for an
0 half starved condition.
PLAN: TIP TOP ACnight In many districts of that stale the veracity of the above statements absolute divorce upon the grounds of AMERICAN
COME.
COMMODATIONS
aduleastern
disbelievers
are
abandonment,
and
respectfully
while similar fires In New Hampreferred to any Morlarty real estate tery; and you are hereby further noshire, Vermont. Rkode Island and dealer.
What Ails Tout
Beginning toriay hacks will be furtified that unless you enter your apMassachusetts, Increased by thousands
pearance in said suit on or before the nished by Oukey's hack line at all
Do yon feel weak, tired, despondent,
Returning t si. Pierre.
sixth day of August, 1908. a decree hours o' the day and night. Prompt
have frequent headache, coated tongue, of dollars the total of the damage.
Any one who has seen the pretty pro confesso In said suit will be en- and satisfactory service.
Telephone
heart-bora,'
In
Plymouth,
state,
morning,
Historic
was villages
in this
bitter er bad taste
which hug the bnse of the tered against you.
195 or 196.
tf
belching of gas, acid risings In endangered by a woods fire,
which wrathful Vesuvius can not be
d
Medler nnd Wllkerson are plaintiff's
throat after sating, stomach gnaw or ran close to the outskirts of the
by the Information thut a town attorneys, whose postoffice address Is
bora, foul breath, dluy speili, poor or town, sparks from the burning terri- of nearly ,000 souls has
Old crop nlfulfa and nallvt hay.
already
Mexico.
nausea
and
at times
reliable appetite,
S. 1st. Phone 16.
E. W. Fee.
tory dropping thickly Into the main sprung uj where St. Pierre once Albuquerque,myNew
of
seal
the
and
Witness
hand
kindred symptoms?
snvaga
or rorce stood. It is only six yeurs since
US entire in lie
f the District Court, this 6th day of
If yoNtgve any considerable number of
g
the town was kept bnsy all day pa- - lee's flrer and !;.va erased from
June. A. D. 1908.
theboveiymptoms you are suffering
ence a city with nearly 30.000 per- and fighting the flumes.
JOHN VENABLE, Clerk
l.idlfromwIouMeju.erpld liver with
Near the village of Washington, It on.
Jy7 14 21 28.
gestión
., irg,. acrcaec
(..
"omen
is
It
go
Strange
how
people
back
of
lt.
and
timber
.
. .1
T "
tt
,,
VUdic i inicoverr
,,,
,,
in th,. old abodes
despite
of men
lapice uu n) the m,,.
hrnrl1 v,.r
t
Mdkill! .DlTnc.iTi'VMown U
value
sawmill and farm house were destroy- - pingue or disaster. There are few edy that happened 1800 years ago is
m irai
ior uie wrmsnent cure Bled bv the most extensive forest blaze prettier sights in Italy than the white not so remarkable, however, ns the
sucjg
l ' " H101 that this state bus knoun for vei.rs homes of happy but fearless people, rebuilding of St. Pierre after a brief
years.
sflcieat liver Invlgorator. stomach tonic. K,,,sl
Every, one remembers
w.r ..,.
i. who dwell all around on the lower six
bowel regulator and nerve strengthener. v,.,v Hampshire and Vermont
slopes of the volcano that destroyed clearly wlint happened that fatal day
wild
-In May, 1902. but the Islanders are
The Oolden Medical Discovery - Is not
, ln(.m w,.. Pompeii and Hrrculaneum.
l)(lt moM,
a patent mruicina or secret nostrum, a apparently
To forget or at least Ignore n trng- - wandering back to the site of the old
well In hand tonight,
town and digging In the ruins and
full list o( Its Ingredients being printed
thouuh none will be extinguished
building homes.
on Its
and attested under completely
until u heavy rain sets In.
ata. A flanee at Its formula will shoe
How long Pelee will remain at
The situation In Maine showed no
pence no one can tell. The friends
that It contains no alcohol, or harmful Improvement
tonight.
In
scores
of
drugs. It Is a fluid extract tOVVBS
of those who perished by Its feurful
the red glare of burning forests
uphenval evidently have faith In Its
glycerine, was
made with pure,
plainly visible and the utnos-phergood behavior for ages to come, or
of proper strength, from the roots of the
sasg
clouded densely with
You can't possibly make
following native American fore-- t plants,
they would not venture to pitch their
smoke. Many new fire broke out
range
fiery
Its
of
Is
within
abodes
T
Golden
Seal
IPS
root,
anyone
no
root.
Stone
sufneeil
vis..
of
Ulk during the day.
good coffee from an intongue. Philadelphia Press.
fering long ,nli i hi- - disease, for
Cherrybark, Queen's root, Bloodroot. and
lo effect a quick cure it is only
Mandrake root.
ferior brand. Crystal
OIL FIRE FURNISHES AN
ncccHHiiry ut tuke it few doses of
RCPPLim roí. POULTRY
The followtnc Ud!n medirá) authorltli-a- .
am a host of oiIimi. rtitil ilw romcolm
coffee, at 30 cents per
KEEPERS.
root for the cure of Jut u I, allioetiui a the AWE INSPIRING SPECTACLE
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HELP WANTED
Attorney a. Law
nigh grane men to fUl of- First National Bank building WANTED
fice, mercantile and technical posl

It. W. D. BRYAN

Fourth of July DR. 8. L BURTON
Physician and Sursreon
Celebration; Council Passes Highland Office, S10
South Walter Si
Albuquerque, N M. Phone 1036.
Ordinance Forbidding Use of R. L. HUST
Physician and Surgeon
Explosives,
Rooms C
8,

Ten Killed

made from the best wholt
wheat graham flour.

1908.

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney at Law
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Bids;., Albuquerque, N. M.
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FINANCE AND

McCormick Line of Implements
IS

COMMERC E
Wall Street.
York. July 13 The stock
market gave evidence today of the
relief afforded by the sale to tuke
profits in the latter part of last week,
that procesa apparently having been
eompleted. The contraction in the
The beverage for all seasons. Especially is "Blatz
volume of the dealings was a warning
might almost
beef
Good
of the lapse of operations further into
recommended to those who need and desire its
be comidcred a family (taprofessional hands with this compleuniversally
it
has
pie, so
health inspiring properties.
The Blatz process of
tion of a customary circle of a specubecome recognized in dietlative episode. While the market was
gives to these beers its
"bringing
hop
bitters
the
out"
etics,
narrow, there was a perceptible
Malt
is nourishing.
wonderful
tonic feature. The
growth of demand for stocks from
new sources, with the effect of keeping the tone firm to strong. Late
events in the political field had a
cheering effect on the general business
and industry of the country and this
Wiis reflected back today Id the encouraging news of the outlook for business and Industry. Even abroad the
stock market shows the last week improvement in Wall street. How fat
this influence might be responsible for
STERN, SCHLOSS & CO.. WHOLESALE SEALERS,
the growth of buying orders for storks
Phone No. H2
Albuquerque, N. M.
received in New Yofk today was not
WE
altogether clear, but the fact or much
buying was testified by foreign commission houses.
Some of this wns
under suspension of a demand from
shorts left uncovered by some heav President Urown of the New York DUUUei
Securities
lift l!ar silver !3:
Mexican dollars,
selling here last week and executed Central an( Secretary Hoile of the Erie
4c.
i:7
'
preferred
do
lirst
30
in this round about fashion for dis- Manufacturers' association
of New
21
do second preferred
posing its origin. This buying wai 6
York on the subject of an effort to Ceneral
st. Loula Wool.
Electric
Ill
pecially prominent in Union Pacific make B general advance of ten por rtP1... Korttwrn
St. Louis, July 13. Wool firm, me.132
iM
and United States Steel and reports cent IB Meght ratesrdluetamfwyppu' (jrcHt Northern Oro Ctfa
. .
61
dium grades, combing ami clothing.
coming from London asserted that otds. The contention Of the railroad Illinois Central
. .133
heavy
10MC; üKht fine,
1114 fine 11
continental centers were sending or- officials that (his advaice was a IWJ Interborough-Me- t
12c.
30
do preferred
ders for the latter stock to the London entry alternative to a cur In Wage
10
market. The effect was to carry the irMch "would precipitate one of the International Paper
Chleng Board of Trade.
b2 '.i
do
rr
''erred
I
a
price of United States Steel to the greatest strikes in history, entitling
Chicago.
13.
July
Scorching
ZZ
International Pump
highest touched so far this year. Th national disaster," did not lose Itt Iowa Centra!
16
weather in the northwest caused an
23
time money market was firmer as a! serious Import with the declaration Kansas City Southern
advance of more than two cents In the
55
do preferred
result of some large transactions In that the manufacturers
association
price of wheat on the local exchange
nú Nashville
108
Louisville
execution and in prospect. The sub-- i would appeal to the interstate
today. At the close September de1 4 V4
Mexican Central
e
debit balance of $3.423,288 at merco commission to declare the
St
livery showed a net gain of
c;
2?
St.
and
Minneapolis
Louis
clearing house reflected some crease In rate discriminatory and Minn., St. P. und Sault St. M ..112V4 corn was off
.
Oat.t were
large disbursements on account of' unjust. Closing stocks:
Provisions were unchanged to 2s; c
Missouri Pacific
f0
government expenditures, as well as American Woolen
22
higher.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas .. 24
60
heavy
redemption. The banks arel American Tobacco pfd
9H4
Si
do preferred
c higher at
September opened
68
Copper
Amalgamated
69Í4
National Lead
completing the repayment of govern- -'
advanced to
and
90c,
104
Foundry....
and
Car
American
New
York
I'entral
H
ment deposits returnable, by July 15
Closed at 91ff(91c.
39
York,
Ontario
New
West...
under the ,,11 of the secretary of the
1J Norfolk and Westernand
September corn opened
c
to
O.V
71
treasurer.
It Is estimated that
higher at 74',',c to 75c, 'sold off to 1
18
Un. Hide and Leather pfd
61
Not;h Atnerlcun
000,000 has already been turned over American Ice Securities
26
74 c and closed at 7 4 c.
138
Northern Pacific
9
to the New York
25
and the, American Linseed
Pacific Mall
c to
c
September oats opened
40
122
Pennsylvania
New York banks will increase the American Locomotive
higher at 42 c to 42 c: advanced to
no preierrea
wmn 44c,
iv i
feopie s uas
amount to $15.000.000. perhaps
and close,) at 43c.
82
Pitts. C. C. and St. Louis.. 73 dt 81
by payment on account of out Am. Smelt, and Refining
At tne close Septenioer pork was
'
'
Of town correspondents and by surrenup 27 c to $16.72. Lard was un- Anieri(ian 8uB.r
'.lf$
r: ,V.nc a Car
der of notes beyond the lits called foi Anaconda Mining Co
changed at $9.6."
43
36
Rlhs Were
Railway Steel Spring
by the treasury due to the unwilllna Atchison
83
Reading
higher.
Ill
91
18
ness to meet the one per cent interest
Republic Bteei
do preferred
91
69
do nreferred
now charged on government deposita. Atlantic Coast Line
Ww York Otton.
16 H
:0
Rock Island Co
On Thursday is payable the final in- Baltimore and Ohio
New York, July 13. Cotton Fu
87
28
83
preferred
do
preferred
do
stallment of subscriptions to the new Brooklyn Rapid Transit
tures opened steady at a decline ofX
49 V St. L. and San Fran. 2nd pfd... 25
Union Pacific bonds which will call Canadian Pacific
2 to 3 points and closed
steady with
16
164 tt St. Louis South western
for upwards of $20,000,00(1.
Then Central Leather
38
July one point net lower and the rest
IS
do preferred
94
was a firm tone In the early foreign
Sloss. Sheffield Steel and Iron.. 50
of the list 2 to 11 joints net lower.
do preferred
88
exchange market In spite of these Central of New Jersey ... 190 200
Southern Pacific
46
117
do preferred
orosoectlve demands on the local Chesapeake and Ohio
17
67
Southern Railway
monev market. Paris again took the! Chicago Great Western ..
4".
.154
preferred
do
gold
in
OAT
ANGORA
arrivals
balk of the
London
p
. . 45
. 137
Tennessee Copper
and private discount rates there were',. (.
2.1
. 52
nn(j s, Louis.,
.Texas and Pa-tf- ie
firmer in consequence. The strength Volorádo' Fel and Iron . . .
20
.
Toledo, St. Louis and West
28
. 31 1(
45
in the wheat market and the reports Colorado and Southern ...
do preferred
. 59
union Pacific
do first preferred
which accompanied It of damage to
UM
WAY ACROSS
ii
,., 82
do preferred
0 second preferred
the crop In the northwest were Ignor- .
127
26 ',
United
i (insoiio.neo
Rubber
States
..i
e,i In the stock market, the Northwest. , .
14 U
98
.
do first preferred
r.....lu ,Iuii.s','m .
ern Grangers sharing fully In the days üonwar,,
.
40
United States Steel
.1
strength. Much attention was given Denver and Rio Grande
.
25
.107
do preferred
GONT
.
01
to published exchanges between Vice!
34
Utah Copper
to preferred
. 25
Virginia Carolina Chemical .
do preferred
.100
. 11
Wabash
.. 22
do preferred
w
. 55
Wcstingh.iuse Rlectrlc
Captain Edwards and Famous
. 54
Western Union
a i
Wheeling and Luke File ... . 6
(New
m
Mexico oiu
learn
,. 17
Wisconsin Central
Total sales for the day 386,200
.Record Breaking Trip From
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Hardware
115-11- 7

war

is at

Hand
WRITE US ABOUT
MACHINERY.
ARE THE FARM MACHINERY
AND WAGÓN PEOPLE.

PIPE-CLEANIN-

.

1816c

212 N. Second St

1

Panama Hats!
worth $5 reduced to

I

0

'. '.

$8 reduced f
to $6

lui)

ALL SUMMER CLOTHES
DISAT A LIBERAL
COUNT.

$

BLUES
BLACKS AND
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Ilonds were unchanged, total sal
par value, $ ,('98,000.
United Slates bonds were unchangi
on call.

for your money every time you buy a CONTRACT
Cigar.
the dealer pays more
It costs more to produce
cigar.
than for any other
The smoker gets this extra quality at 5 cents
knight what he would pay for a cheaper and
brand.
or 3 for 25c
It's more like a domestic
cigar than the ordinary 5.
cigar with a genuine long leaf
The only
Havana filler no scraps, dust or tobacco sweepings. Strictly hand-madFragrant, free burning and delightful,
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.
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CONTRACT
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THE ROMERO AD SIGN COMPANY

SIGNS

1

0EPICC AND STUDIO 405

t,..iiim

PHONE 461
timimtti

Central

Itmi

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company
111.1,1)

DIG II

the esteem of all strong,
healthy people.
Our bread
Is regarded by all who vulue
good health as the best producer of brain, brawn and
good digestion. Experience,
care and pulnstaking
skill
are comhlned in its making.

SEVERAL

IN
SHIRTS
PATNEAT

TERNS; WORTH $1.75,
SALE PRICE

$1.25.

have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
a

you should order

sample at once.

Company
11V W.

Gold.

PIONEER BAKERY
307 South

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy

MMir

Pimm-

-

DULn
For

North 3rd Street.
Office Phone 420. Farm

Bpialrr
haiuaff
Cattle and Hon the

ft PHm

1007.

to Paid.

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool. Hide

Plumbing
SCIENTIFIC

CONSOLIDATED

SANITARY

LIQUOR CO.

aeessMHi U Bletlal

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing.
All Work Guaranteed
P. A. SMITH,
N,
Phone 657
1st.
909

Thos. F. Keleher

Mrletiv

ft..

t Sam

and Pelta
Specially.
CERQUE

MillTTQ

LEATHER AND FINDINGS
time, am making this trip for my HARNKKM. KADDM&. PA I NTH, BTC.
health and now feel strong as a bull.
408 West Central Ave.
Save us three copies of the paper in
which you publish this communication, will call for same when 1 arrive,
FRANK A. STEPHENS
also have a two column cut. which
you can use when we arrive.
Contractor and Builder
Yours respectfully,
HARBY WALLACE.
aim-Ma- n
Work

RUSHING WORK ON
THE FAIR AT DENVER

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
1M
miera AND SA1.T

GROSS,
Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kind
and for all purposes be made out
on the regular requisition blanl;
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com- tnlttee, or In his absence by th")
acting chairman: that all bllli
Incurred must be properly vouchered before payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In his absence
by the acting chairman
w. s HOPBWSm
Chairman.
It. E. TWITCHELL.
Secretary.
B. SPITZ,
Chairman Audit. Com.
OEOItGE ARNOT.

First Street.

WM. FARR

THE

BIO

The Gallup Rcpubtksan publishes
the following letter telling about a
RONTON STOCKS .M BONDS
remarkable outfit which has reached
( losing Prices.
this territory en route from ocean to
.Money
ocean:
2
If
Call loans
Bdltor Hepubllcan. Capt. Edwards
3
W
Time loans
his famous team of Ancora goats
and
Bonds
.bid 88
Atchison Adjustable 4a
nre now en route from San Diego, Cal.,
10-ce... 97 lo New York city, where we expect
Atchison 4s
80
Mexican Central 4s
to arrive New Yenr day.
The team
Railroad
Atchjson
averages fourteen (14) miles daily.
!J3l
do preferred
Our trip from San DlegO here wns a
148
Union Pacific
MIm cllaneoiis
Through tm-- I
most sensntlonnl one.
e.
. 24
American Arge. Chemical
perlal Ynlley down Into Old Mexico to
American Pneu. Tube . .
Yutmi. from Yuma to Phoenix, from
.l-American Sugar
't
Phoenix to Prescott to Flagstaff and
.126
do preferriJ
Buy today a
thence here. We mired on the Glln
United Stat. 8 Steel
40
River bottom, near Mohnwk on May
.107
do preferir!
Mining
29th. The qulckannd came knee deep
4
Adventure
on us before we could reach the shore,
SET
30
Allouex
we crossed two forty-seve- n
mile des
69
Amalgamated
ert, one lp Old Mexico, the other In
14
Atlantic
We rami'
Callente valley.
Kingham
75c Anua
through Devils Canyon, near mount'iln
bid 655
Calumet and Hecln
Springs. Cal. We were told we would
28
Centennial
78
Copper Range
never be able to go through that
10
Daly West
canyon, but with a lot of hardship we
9
Franklin
passed through the canyon. We are
bid 100
Iran by
now convinced we can go anywhere
20
Isle Royale
anyone else has been. We stopped over
5
Massachusetts Mining
In Wlnslow from July 1st-- to July 5th
9
Michigan
60
Mohawk
The outfit will arrive In Gallup on
35
old Dominion
or about July 16th. Our route from
.101
Osceola
there will be along the Santa Fe to
24
Parrot ..
Albuquerque to Lar:' Vegas, to Trin86
Qulncy
idad and Dodge City. Hutchison,
ROTHENBERG & SCHL0SS CIGAR COMPANY,
131
Shannon
Kansas City, from which place
65
Tamarack
Distributors,
18
we have not derided on our route. BeTrinity
3
NEW MEXICO X United Ktntes Mining
fore starting on this
ALBUQUERQUE.
24
United States I
Journey the goat team made a 4.000
'
42
mile drive from Hantln? to San Diego
6
Victoria
via Denver. Salt Lake, Butte. Spokane
5
Winona
Portland, Oakland, San Francisco and
133
Wolverine
Los Angeles.
In all of the above nam71
North Butte
28
flutle Coalition
ed places the goat team blocked the
12
Nevada
streets for hours and they never fall
Mitchell
115
to create a world of excitement and
.bid 112
Calumet and Arizona
Capt. Edwards, the ownamusement.
18
A.rlona Commercial .
er and driver of the goals la a cripple
10
Greene Cananea
SIGN
"EVERY
PICTORIAL
having been o for 48 of his 52 yenra.
Kdwarda was the organlxer of the NeTlM" Metals.
A SALESMAN"
braska cowboy Cavalry. J. n. JohnADVERTISING
New York, July IS. Copper In Lon- son and myself walk along with the
don firmed up 7s id to (57 18e on park burros. (.1) Johnson I a veteran
SHOP
spot and 58 7s 6d on "uturee. No of the Hpanlsh American war. and
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN
Dewey's Flagship the
chanKoii occurred localy. the market waa aboard
IN THE CITY
rullMK dull with .Hk. quoted at $12.75 Olympla during the battle of Manilla
'12.87; electrolytic at $ 2.50 i 12.75 Bay, May 1st. 18Ü8. An for myself I
k mil casting at 812.8.7.
have followed the fighting game for
W.
I.CUU novanceii is ju auroati io Liz the lent four yenra and during that
(28) bat
16i 3d, but at N w Vork wns easy) time I fought twenty-eigh- t
and partially lower at $4 42 1 4.45. ties, wkon 24, lost two and two draws
Spelter wis unchanged and quiet In ' J Bm ready to meet tiny one In tnv
all marketa.
.am, (middleweight; I inn ready any
t
nt

nd repairing Is one of cur speclaltlea.
Making elbows and joints Is another
In all
We are expert Plumbers
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should be pleaded If you will favor us
wiih you. next plumbing Job. You
won't regret It.

If you

CLUETT'S

122 S. 2d.

San Diego to New York.

$225

In

! E. L. Washburn

.

Price

Panama Hats!
worth

CSW

Have the finest thing la the
oven line for a gas or gaaollne
atove. Call and let us allow them
to you.

$3.50

t

'.

Ml Wert (Ml At
AIJUIQOEBQUB.

lc

SSlc

!. jPgXL

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING

corn-treasu- ry

1

)

Harvest

J. KORBER & CO.

--

Ranch Supplies
North First Street
&

ltM

Ulsasl
sad Barhsrhl
triIOI.RAAI.B DKALBU IN

WINES, LIQUORS

&4

CIGARS

hssdl

v.rythin la oar Has. Writs
for Illustrated Catsioaao sad Mea Idal
iMusd to dealers ualr.
W

OÚRNCR

Telephone 111
FIKST BT. AND COPPBB

AV

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
DRUGGISTS
aJararadM)
HsjaiasHl

rhsraasej.

Car.

baner.ieadCar.
way

THIRD 8TR

,

MEAT MARKET

Kinds ol Freeh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLE1NWORT.
In stock and made to order, lowest
Masonic Building. North Third Street
prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Furniture Co.
Denver, July II. With an army of
ARTHUR E. WALKER
men at work on the various buildings
I'irt. iMWMMal
MattMl
VENICE OF AMERICA
worn comes from O. C. Fuller, acting
ii,
Hnlklbw Association.
Finest Beach Resort In the World 117 H Wees Central Arenan.
secretory, that every building will be
Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Dancfinished by September 7. the opening
dally, free concerts, etc.
day of the first Colorado Interstate ingVl'lar
None.
cool
and Bungalows
Fair and Exposition at Denver. The and complete, I17.K0 to clean,
ARE vol . ol ; to KL FASO TO
13.'. no per
parstructures are modern In every
month.
Apply Villa Office, Venice, VISIT OH TO HHOI'f IF HO. THE
tillANI) CENTRAL HOTEL 19 THE
ticular. Mr. Fuller says that entries California.
FLACI-- To stop
in THE HEART
are coming In from every section of
OF
EVERYTHING. FOUR BLOCKS
In
stock
live
the
Colorado and that
FROM UNION STATION.
RATE.
NOTICE OF KALE.
and poultry departments there will be
50C TO rj.OA, EUROPEAN PIAN.
Mmproperty of the STREET t'ARS PASS TO AND FROM
FOR SM I, All
entries from all section! of the counAutomobile Oo., DEPOT. W. M. M'ODY. PROPRIE
try. The cash )! mio'nx amount to Albuquerque-Estanci- a
Dolson TOR.
125.000 or more than has ever before Including two
been hung up at a western fair and cara, first class condition. Also one
equalling many of the great Eastern kl toots.
Rest quality native wldte IHna,
OTTO DIECKMANN.
stale fairs. Ever)' gardener and farm75 per hundred. Tfce
Trastee.
er and stock raiser or chicken raiser
ever sold. E W. Eve.
d
ptenn
should rend to Mr. Fuller nr a prem- .
AO.
fo
Albuquerque
ore
arrange
14.
enter In
ium list and
lonh suing.
Try a Morning Journal Want!
Hailing Mill.
ore more of the departments.
WINDOW
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KT.AIKH
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four-cylind-

Ot-tO-
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

0

morning journal

-

Pubitebed 17 tb

Journal Publishing Co.
Prooldont

A. MACPIICR90N
w. a. BURKE

Editor
Cits Honor

B. HEN I NO
R BOiri HKK

M.

b

BuHnooa Monofor

t tho

RntoroS.
aacoad elui mait.r
otlafBw at Albaquarqua. N. M
of Morcli I U7I

of Coagroae

THE

MOR M Mi JOIRNAI.
Ill THE
RF.PI RI.H AN I'APKR OK NEW
MEXICO. MPPORTIM1 THE PR1NC1PI.K
TMR RRPIHLH'AN PARTY ALL THE
TIME, AM) THE MKTIIOUH Of THE RE
PUBLICAN
PARTY
WHEN TUMI

'WET FARMING

"Scientific Rain Making"
by an Immense Modern
Storage Reservoir,

'The Best for
Mr,

By Irrigation

You

Farmer and Mr, Investor,"

In the Bluewater Valley
Means Sure and Abundant Crops and Rapid Increase In Value of Both Water
Rights and Land.

v.-r-

tF

Man.

Largor rtrcelaiioa tama oar elaer paper la
Tba aaty paper la Naw
Raw Muk
an Mod orory dar la Ro irar.
Manila Joaraol Bao a RMjRar clr- . i.raoa
to aaj
ratlag ibrb la
par (a Albeqaorqar ur oar otbor
Mom
AsMrloaa
Maw
lea." TBo
papar Directory.
8WOK.N CHICI JhAVWUt.
Territory of New Mexlc-- ,

County of Bernalillo. aa.
D. 8. Boucher, arpearlng before mr
personally. and flrst oelng duly sworn,
declares fend My that he la bulne
manager of The Journal Publishing
Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that during the month nf
April, 1Í0, an average of 4.461 Ropier
Of The Albuquerque Morning ,'ournui
ware printed and circulated each day.
(Signed) D. 8. BOUCHER.
- - Manager.
H
ofTorn and subscribed to before me,
In and for tho terrig notary publ
th
tory nd county aforesaid, thl
Jay of May, 1908.
(8lgned) H. N. PAf'KKRT.
Notary Public.
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POLITICS,
tilletin

of the bureau of labor

j

rep., n

ii-

ar

l

Alfalfa,
Sugar,
Beets'

In Bluewater
Valley.

Corn,

Main

line Santa Pe llallroad.
stations,

Two RaHroRd

Wheat,

Many

(Valencia County look I'lrsl
Prize, Chicago World's Pair
(.olil Medal Charleston
untl
Exposition ) .

While we are holing for railnfid
construction In our direction In the
near future. It Ik worthy of note that
I gang of men are building a telephone line across the mountains to
BotRnclg valley points. Next to good
roads there Is nothing so useful In
city bulldln:; as adequate
telephone
connections. This line to the Estancia valley will be- a valuable asset to
Albuquerque.

that wholesale prices for 25R
staple articles reached u higher level
In I 47 than In unv
since 1&90,
whin tlie loin-ailiagM lis Investigations
average fur 19u7 was S.7 per
Tincent higher than for 196; 44.4 per
higher than for 1897. and 2!i.7
per cent higher than the average for j I.aa Crucea la not i very large town,
TERMS OP BIBSt HIITION
lV-lM- t.
Withe decade
The hlghes- - and it has only be n Incorporated
Dally, by carrier. on month
Dally, by mall, ona month
''.point was reached in October, after about a year; yet In some things LAS
Is far ahead of Albuquerque.
NEW MEXICO .vhi.h there was a decline, but thj Cruces
Aim qlHtqiK level of December was higher than Jjis Cruces, for Instance, has an ordinance prohibiting lili) hoards within
Ithe uverage of l!t06.
THE KIFHWI. EQCI LIBRIUM.
In lids country we pay little utten-- j the city limits.
Should we not ba a
Of
a to Mili h
Information,
trifle
ourselves to In
ti'.
ashatneil
hut
thej
There Is something profoundly
in the rear on a civic advance
ot
trailing
Europe
teamen
the,
la
understand
In a recently hazarded guess
importance of statistics of price and of this kind?
on the subject of sex. a learned pro- coal
and. generally .speaking, he Is the
fessor advancing the tin my that hard most lUOCeaaful who pays most otten- ours is a wonderful people. We
of
ranee
u
prepond
times produce
tion to them.
never do things half way and
boy.s
This means, of course, that naon
American politicians declaim
ture makes provlalun fur the survival political principles and. In congres;.; never go, buck on a record, it la how
of her uwn law of lie survival of the or conventions assembled rehearsal being predlctPd thai in Itll one M
fittest by presenting an Increased Hi. is. maxims of state which have! pedal cheering day will be set aside
for the national conventions, and in
number of buy- - In hard times, which been worn
threadbare In the course la 11 a week win be given to boating
require the exercise of the specially
of partisan discussion. BUl they negmasculine qualities of strength, en- lect the economic facts, which are the the record.
durance and general tltneaa to fight a controlling facts which, alone,
The appearance of Mr. Hearst's orI, ,r.l.
l.i.llln
plain progress and put ratinnalitv
Into ganizer in .Ww Mexico has not creats
that
The Kansas City Journal finds
partv programs Insofar as they an ed a very profound political sensation.
,
..
.
me more you minK unoui mis in y
rational.
The last Hearst organizers who came
may
t
be
the more it seems hut there
When
American politician! seel; here did manage to start quite a litHomethlng In It. If true, It Is a touchthe economic interpretation of Amer- tle ripple In the democracy, hut that
ing evidence of Nature's desire to adican history und find It. they will was over so lung ago.
Most
Kspei ially In
just Income to outgo.
hue,. Ill,to n true luiliev
I'n.
want to forget It.
these daya of dlrectnlrc gowns and til
then we shall wander at random
merry widow hats, and of soaring
through
I maze of experimental legisMr. Andrews Is evidently diling
cost of living generally, a marked Inlation which begins and ends in spe- little still hunting all by hlml
In
boys
the
crease In the number of
cial temporary Interests.
tins,, days. The wilds of Mor an 1
lamlly would be considered little short
The cost of living Is a paramount Tuos counties haven't known him beMost fathers of famof providential.
Issue
day In the year with most fore since the days of the ipKCltl
ilies will probably agree that a colyet our peerless leaders train and the big brass band.
people,
and
My,
lection of daughters will bring on a know nothing about It.
days.
were
but
glorious
those
little privnte panic rat sooner than an
equal number of sons. 8u thut In curt OOI TtKN HI lilt 7.ll..
The effects of and Impression mad
tailing the causes of panics In times
by a brief sermon delivered during
of adversity and tempering millinery
The New York Tribune regards It tlie Sunday evening band concert in
bills to the shorn financial lamb. Naa signlfirant and decidedly gratify
as
the purk, tried last night for the
ture shows, according to this theory,
HEflRlspected
friendliness ing feature of the suspension of Amer- first time, will In- observed with
a hitherto
itan diplomatic relations with Vene- toward the fathers of daughters.
menean interests in iiiui
......
..
'a HiHi
..
,.,,i.i.. nun,'. i..i,
i, II ...i.. i.
- u
liaH
country
have
been lntrusted-- of
The I,as Vegas optic unkindly Inditheory
ihould
What If this
enters
wiinoui repi cseii iu ve cupnciiy cates that Deleft, ta Andrews spent
I... it...- - .It no iMsl.llous iittotiitit lol
Bryan? or l. ligations to the Brazilian lega- - most of his time during his visit In
Kngland for
carry New
Kverybody knows that the election of tlon- - Tlu' '"'A ""ic'K of Ura" H1 Las Vegas last week in sitting on the
Bryan means Industrial stagnation. therefore be exercised in behalf of Cgatenada veranda. Yet the Casten-ad- a
veranda Is u pleasant place to sit.
Might It not be rigured logically that Americans In Venezuela until such
ibis would be an Incentive for New time as direct relations between the Almost as pleasant us the Alvarado
Kuglandera to cast a solid vote for two countries arc restored, and com- veranda, or the While House lawn.
between Carucas and
Hryan RBd thus wipe out for once the munications
will
be
transmitted
With the two big conventions over
which has Washington
preponderance of femnli-period of
we can hope for a brief
so Ions Characterized that quarter of through the Braxllian legations.
n
now
It
Intimathoe
und
then
been
speeches
nnd
th'-rrest
Is
from
after
But
country.'
all.
the
rarely a theory ihut fits In with the ed that thla country has few or no look for a llttlu real news from the
facta. There are g..ml times and bad friends among the nations of South fighting along the Arabian border.
limes, and ah. mi - many girls us America, and that all thoae countrlet
With Bryan nnd Senator Daniel
there are hoy- - Nature se. ins p, know are Inclined to a solidurlty among
her business, nn.l she attends to it themselves against us. This present- walking arm In arm, one may expect
lie the grotesque guesse of thi Incident should be sufficient to dls- to see Roger Sullivan and his country
;
limes muy produce misa thut Idea. We have no doubt thai cousins of Illinois eating off the same
more girls, but more girls will bring Brazil is as willing and as glad thus to plate.
fin hard times und more boya, so the exercise her good office In our behalf
toward Venezuela as she would be (d)
equilibrium Is restored.
Governor Glenn, of North Carolina,
In case
enjoy our good office
he eleitiificd the
Denver convention
THE PBI.i:
iiWBB should have a controversy with a Eu when he spoke of peanuts. The govropean power, or a we ouraelve were ernor has evidently hud extended exA Pennsylvania editor remarks that to serve Colombia In that way when perience with the party.
now the genuine summer weather has her relations with Venezuela were
The unanimity with which tlw cor
arrived, hung up Its hat and an- - similarly strained.
respondents In his district are approvI
need Its Intention of staying a
The Santa I'e New Mexicnn makesj ing Judge
Mann's candidacy Indi
while, the question of coat Versus
th.- occasion of the government's disIts
more
head.
rears
once
sleeves
shirt
cates at least that he ha a nighty
Indictgood press agent somewher.
After aeveral vain efforts to win some missal of the Phelps-Dodgstanding in society, the shirtwaist ments, the excuse for a violent attack
man hn prRcttcRjty succumbed to the on Hun. Herbert J. Hugerinan. The
foppa of public opinion
He Is no New Mexican has very good cause to
He stopped a
more. The women retain the proud hate Mr Hagerman.
privilege of wealing the shirt waist line of facile and well organized graftubiquitously. For church or shopping ing with n suddenness which so Jarred
or evening arty the shirt waist is en the Almanac that it has not yet reregie for femininity and. apparently, covered from the shark In fact. It I
always will be. The mun who should safe to bet that It never will recover.
venture to remove hi coat in church Mr. Hagerman did not wait to con- ihe Sign of Ihe Dollar
John D. Rockefeller I writing Mi
would himself hi- - removed by the sider the pros and cons of this portlc-iilnrl- y
Condensed It might
well orgunlzed system. He Just autobiography.
athletic sexton. The faehlonnhl.
I I $ $ ITruly the extraordinary read:
and 'nótela will not counte- stopped It
Springer
Htockman.
I
on
street
goo
of
une
the
editor
CRM)
the
presence.
Alma
has
Brea
nance hla
or
d
when he mkf to have fits whenever he think
he la only
the name of Hagerman. Yet Has a Kesl t'oiulng.
the com easlun of carrying hl coat on
Governor Hughes has gone on a vag
hla arm. aa If ready to placate an an- In view of the fact that he
which In Ihe opinion of nearly
cation
the nomination of Andrew one
gry mob, ahould one suddenly arise nt
everybody on the Job. he has fairly
would think even the disturbed Colohla heels, by quickly donning the
earned. Blabce Review,
nel would have sense enough lo let
garment.
Judge of the courta cling to prece- Ihe name of Hagerman alone, espe- truel.
cially In connection with coal land
Homebody was unkind enough t"
dent and the coat no leas resolutely
say
that the spirit ol democracy went
suits
and
lull
timber
mutter.
Landing.
Maya
At
iban the clergy.
In twenty thousund bottle
to
Denver
N 1.1 the other day, peraplring Jurors
In the commissary car. Socorro Chief
regiThe
thicoming
of
the
for
to
Eleventh
In
court
appealed
vain
tain.
to try a caae In ahlrt walat ment band of the Mexican army to
for the Irrigation congress
garb. "1 don't believe that the digConstant Menace.
nity of the court would he properly I ii very Important event. This band,
"Peril In silk petticoats" Is the
recent dally
upheld by jurors In their shirt like the aeveral other famous Mex-Icu- n startling headline p
military musical nrganlaatlons. I newspaper. Most any kind ow a pt-tcosleeve," mm the derision. In r r eah-l- a
perilous to some men.
and rara contrast wan the action of a perfectly drilled, wonderfully effectOasis.
-- (
work
York cltv Judge who told hla ive band of musician whone
und their may be compared favorably wllh the
the Honibrcrni.
days of Housa. The bringing of Taxing
they
If
well
aa
tie
i ra and
According to the newspapers the
I
su. h a band here for ten day
broad sombrero I lo be tasad out
hurch and something to look forward to. The of use In Mexico
Where
Why?
are few places , congress committee on music snouiu a twenty dollar man desire to sport
not wepr hla shirt now proceed with the completion of a forty dollar lint, why ahould the
oiatorio program. Money
spent taxing power of the government be
f he leRlly wNhrd I:

...
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to do so. but It is man hlmseirf who Is on really effective music la well
responsible for the popular attitude
toward this modi- or apparel. If the
shirt
waist
man were numerous
Prom a picture appearing In the
enough he would meet with no oppo- Herald of Saturday evening El Paso's
sition. The women are not greatly exhibit at the National
Irrigation
concerned ovr his fashions, so It Is a congress and exposition Is to be a
question for man himself to settle.
moat artistically
arranged aeries of
Humiliating as may be the confes- large photographs of the Pass City.
sion, man !s the prize sartorial cow- The display
III be forty feet Ions,
ard. Woman has nene enough tr set In Mission paneling and the space
adopt the most outlandish gurb which in front of the exhibit furnished with
human ingenuity ran conceive, but mission furniture.
The exhibit has
the lords of creation don't dare to been placed In charge of an experitake up a i m styie that's sensible. enced photographer who will accomThe pioneers are laughed at by the pany It here. It Is evident that El
fellows who seeret'y wish the Paso proposes to sustain her well esn. w fashion would succeed so that tablished reputation for progresslve-nes- s
they, too. rould take It up. Every
and enterprise.
'
na. lb... ..n..ul !.... nl ahli-- t ii ' o lulu f , , r
men Is revived and then promptly
President Nicholas Murray ilutlir,
burled Most men dff their coats in of Columbia university, who p be
th-- lr
course,
offices, and. of
while Ing extensively fed In Paris, says the
participating In outdoor pastimes, hut time Is soon coming when people will
yet and probably never be so busy making n living out of the
man has
will come ot regard the eoiu us a earth's worn out resources they will
supplementary garment, merely, to be have no more time to fight, of
donned In cool weather or for special course there Is the other theory that
pUPpoatg "f formal dress. It Is man's the Ulule the natural resources shrlnl:
own fault thnt
he Is conventional th- - harder we'll have to fight
for
r.ithei than comfortable.
l hem.
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MORNING JOURNAL,

Passenger

Trains

Bally.

Brfrj Hour.
Telephone and TejTJi
BePv
I'reiglit Trains
llH

Modern Iirigmtlon system.

Oats,

Deep Rich soli.

Shallou Well Water.

(Valencia County look Second
Price Columbian Exposition).

Cheap Colli,
Cheap Lumber.

'ot

Vegetables,

Mine and PirevfOod,

(I guess yes!)

Splendid (.razing

in the

Toot-dill-

The Coming
Apple Country.

Five Payments

No Water

Don't Wait,
Write Now.
Soil Reports

On Purchases

Maintenance
Charge,
No Interest,
No Taxes,
For I'lrsl Three Years
Purchase.

s.

and Literature
Mailed Free.

Aflei

.

Bluewater Development Company
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What the Editors
of the Southwest
Are Saying

$$$$

ta

-

top-rate-

dn-ani- -

I

advo-cutin-

-
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No-gal- e

ALBUQUERQUE,

Invoked to prevent

Noga les Oasis.
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THE PASSING OF

Haw: Haw!
It Is miserable politics and silly pol
Itlcd at that for uny New Mexico new
paper that claims to be a republican to
slander and belittle leading citizens
Incuse they are candidates for office
This sort of política Is a boomerang
Which will rebound with great force
on those throwing It.- The Almanac.

(Tenderfoot,

New Version of the Golden Rah,
assoover in. Nevada a
ciation has been organized 'ind the
"W,. ,io:-'- r
following motto ad' '
do nuthin Tor nobody that don t lo
both In' for us." Thut Is o good nrnttp
to go by. und should lie pasted up
all newspaper offices und lived up to,
-- Williams News.
new-pap-

Register-Tribun-

e.

Some low lived
skunk, with us
much sou! as a buzzard has poisoned
my dug. and he is now in dog heaven,
where fat boms are plenty and there
Is nothing to moleal oí make afraid,
and th" knowledge that the heathen
who ate without human Impulse will
never get there to Scatter around
baits fur animals that are a
.vhole lot better at heart than they
are. He was just a common dog,
whose ancestors are accused of blue
.oil. The dog could not help his ancestry, any more thru we can.
was not consulted about It, any more
than we were, it did not make him
proud, In which he had moro sonee
than a whole lot of degenerate offshoots of gn at breeds of men.
He
was a dog for all his lineage, just
plain dog, nnd when my boys scattered music about the house he wus
their companion ami friend.
They
pulled his ears and took liberties with
his tall, nnd lie took It as a matter
of course, for a good hearted dog
loves little children just the same a
good hearted folks.
When lirst one
nn, then the other of his little musters fell asleep and wen- tucked Ipto
thsheltering arms thnt receive tin
pure in heart as well as the sinful, he
missed tlu m ami wandered about the
place, lie was ton wall bred to howl
and make a fuss aboal it, but in his
dog heart he missed them nnd It made
J I Im blood
an nche come.
was too
good to allow him to make anybody
else miserable with his .suffering, und
he Pimply turned to tintiny seemed to understand.
dan-gero-

!

language

Vegas Ihe
Andrews was in La
other day, but he refused to say anything on the political rltUfttkHI, says
Ihe Optic. Probably had the Optic
reporter got next to some back room
he would have heard an Interesting
conversation intermingled with strong
adjective, that would have been unfit
for publication, for the delegate had
p kick coming in Las V. gas nnd thej
Optic presumably was the object klck-- j
Just what pried.
e,i at the hardest.
federal building Mr, Andrews pruiil-lsc- (
Uis Vegas may be learned later
on, as well ns the exact date New
Mexico is to secure the long coveted
prlip, statehood. Bpribgar stockman-

j

By All Menu- - Have One.
No other pa. bUt enterprise thnt hu
been undertaken In Socorro county In
the last twenty years has done the
county half as much good as was
done bv the fair last fall, and there la
no doubt what ever but that last ft n
succ.-scan be more than duplicated

Roswell

-

grown-ups-an-

's

Men

DOG

)

-

Tlinl

In

A

NEW MEXICO.
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FOR

Regal

Oxfords
People are more enthusiastic about Oxfords
this year than ever before,
and the warm weather
has brought Regal Oxfords to the front as the
coolest, most comfortable
and satisfactory low shoes
on the market this season.
All of the details of
newest custom stvle. fine
mateiials and expert work-- '
manship are combined in
theKegal Oxfords on salej

R10 GRANDE VALLEY LAND
COMPANY
JOHN ItoKKADAIIiH
Agent.

Office 3rd and Gold avenue.

Maloy's

here.

And the slipless heel
and ankle fitting feature
are found in every model,
Price

$3.50 and $4.00

CURRANTS
ALL THIS WEEK

Get Your Order in Early.
Fruit Jars

All

Sizes.

.

Jelly Glasses.

Parafine.

PILLS.
i,l

r

u.i.irtn-w.-

.

wlv-i-

1.

m.

...1

r.s-- ,

f

Everything

L. B.

18TI

Grocer, t'lear. Feed oad Ural
Aaoat for Mltrboll Wajuaa
-

NKW MRXJtJ

8c

Co.

V

Prom tho Smith -K
Ckl . 1MB.
C Mm. .1 I
No. I i.. tm n oi Um with br.moh tralo
fur Homo Fa and Stops al all khtal v ,n,n in
Now Maslco.
T K. PHRDT. Aaoal
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A. J. Mai oy
514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

e
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Mo.

for

Waoloaala

F-nnd Sale Stable. First- lass i iirnouiN at reaaouablo rate.
Telephone Í- S. Hcconil HI.

F.rt-tlT-

need

PUTNEY

RMTABIlBllKf)

l.lvery,

H noes bar 1, INI.)
Froai lha Knot
Arrlv. Mapari
No. I. Southern Cal Rrpreoo. . T:ltp 1:10))
No. I, Coll tur ni
Limitad ....11:10 p 1:00 f
No. T, Noria. Cal. Pul Mall. .10:01 p 11:11a
Nu. I. El P. m Max. City Rtp .lt ill p 11:1 a
From tho tVr.it
No. I, Chlcac" Koai Mall
I II a
I:
Nu. 4. Chicago l.lmlled
1:1 9 1
Ne. I, Cbl. a Kan. City Rap. . 1:4 p 7:1 r
Poeoo Vallar Traía
No. 11. Amarlllu. Rnaa-al- l
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Carlabsd
No. It, from Carlohad H.isaetl
p
1(:4I
and Amarillo

you

Preserving.

W. L. Trimble

In UK Way.
name o John

All Klglii

.

Trading oPst Store Outfit, ocheap.
$X00.
Stock if wanted. On railroad near IT. S. A. Post.
730 Angora Goats, graded at S3 0C
euch.
llfi.OOO valued city property, for
$11.000.
Easy terms.
Homes In city, from J0.r,0 to $6000
,
and up.
MRRa

Rubbers.

this year. AP that is necessary Is that
the fair association and Socorro's busIf. FRENCH FEMALE
iness men get together and set the
machinery In motion to make the secA Bfi, r,t
.ii t 1:,. ,r Surra wh, Mniwrwánn.4.
ond fair a biggj-- success than the first,
aiVtr MOWS TO .rFill. s.i-- i
Si, u sun
ffetiun
Uunrjr
Si it oranoiil
year's experience will prove to be very
fuffl.W tm to IMS rikl llinau iItIl'.Iii
ii tat
r
reayon
I
'HrTi'd.
San.
to
is
every
ur
there
Ii,. SrSjn o
valuable nnd
s
m .
I....
r. u Ibc
county
believe that all parts of the
uHiTtpmoicm. CO..PO to. Uhootco,
.
will now lend a helping hand even
they did before. Sold in Alhuqnerqnr by d II. O'ltlelly.
IROPe willingly than
If (here is to be a second fair It Is
time to be up and doing. Socorro
SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
Chieftain.
Worth (Cam
The
nominated at Denver Friday for the
vice presidency. Is not a household
word, though It h.M frequently heen
kdaMfd along the "War-asfar away."
Mr. Kern was n candidate for governor of Indiana In ItiaO and ngain In
1901 and then he dropped out of atglrl
for a year when the democrats of
the legislature guve him a complimentary vote for United Ptatea genitor
We Infer from this that he I a very
goo, sort of a gentleman and uulte
popular within his limited circle
Then- Is no douht that Mr. Kern will
also receive a complimentary vote for
We mention
these
rlre presldi-ntfads concerning the harmless political
career of Mr. Kern now while orne
attention is focuased upon him, for
after u certain Tuesday In Notafober
the oh.-- i t
people will lose Interest
of our aketch. Phoenix Republican.

SALE

tm

NEW LUMBER YARD.
We wish to thank the vubllo for
ihe patronage extended to us, and
deaira to atate that wa have opened
up a new lumber yard In connectloo
With nor mill luíalo,... vliaa-III
carry a full lino of all kind of lumbar.
including Texas flooring, finish lum- l,. r inlli tin ti .V. I.
IIIIU f THI 'thing to be foundn.illlBI..,
In a wall equipped
.no. ami woniu ssk you to giv u a
chance to figura with you. and aa we
are aura wa can aava you money,
superior I, mutter nnd Mill Co.,
Mil Wl south First Hlreed.
a

.
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and the general condition of the sewer in this neighborhood. While thin
ts un object lesson it shows clearly WOULD ERECT PART GOVERNOR
the absolute necessity for a new sysIn the minds
tem and It is a
of your committee as to whether we
OF PROPOSED
OF
should In the future permit any connection to be made by parties located
outside of the city limits. It is a fact
which can be proven that all our trouble In this section is coming from peoPROBLEM
THE GUARD
CITY HALL
ple to whom permission was given
some years ago to connect with the
sewer system. While this permission
was given in good faith and with a
Serious Condition of Affairs in desire to assist In getting
MILITIAMEN START FOR
rid of re- FINANCE COMMITTEE
fuse products, we as citlsens of the
Northern
City city
Part of
ENCAMPMENT TODAY
THÍNKS NEED URGENT
of Albuquerque are paying the
Brought Home Hard to Coun- penalty ofb- our generosity, which ph-alt- y
aggravated from year to
will
year owing to the natural growth of Recommends Additional Bond One Hundred and Fifty Enlistcil Last Night,
these corporations and Institutions for
Issue of $20,000 so as to ed Men and Seventeen Offwhich we are furnishing the means
The matter of the overflowing of of getting rid of their refuse, and the
Furnish Much Needed Home icers Leave HeFe This Mornthe sewer m the northern part of the expense and trouble of taking care of
to
ing on Special Train,
For the Homeless; Money
city which han developed Into u grave them will Increase from month
month both in expense, and annoyance.
menace to health was presented most
Were It possible to omit the Indian
For the Band.
Coventor QeorfV Curry arrived hi
emphatically to the city council lust school and the woolen mills the prescity from Santa Fo mi train No. 7
the
balwould
sewer
ent
of
care
the
take
In
night
a report by Alderman James
That the need for a city hai: In the last night, to be present this morning
ance, at least for a year or two. Even
H. Wroth, chairman of the sewer comwith these two elements removed it city of Albuquerkue at present has' and address the members of the First
mittee. That the problem has to will be but a year before we will be become most urgent
and that It would regiment. New Mexico national guard,
other arrange
be solved and solved without delay compelled to make
to
on it at least a who leave at 8 o'clock on a special
well
be
work
start
has become most evident. The prob- ments to care for the
part of the proposed building at once train of four tourist cars, a Pullman
lem resolves itself Into the proposi- condition.
A temporary method
of relieving was set forth by the finance commit- and a baggage car. via the Helen cuttion that either the city must bear a
heavy di ily expense in buying the ex- this condition can be found by put tee in a communication read at last off, for I.enn Springs, Texas, to atcess sewage carted away or must cut ting in two large manholes between night's regular meeting of the city tend the big encampment there of the
off from the sewer the Indian school Mountain road and Slate avenue. This council.
The matter was referred to regulars and national guard. The ocand other institutions outside the city would necessitate the altering of the the city attorney for information on casion will be ae Interesting one this
limits which pour a flood of sew- present manhole at Slate avenue to a the legal aspect of the bond proposi- morning, as the governor will address
age Into these mains. The matter was larger size and to put in another one tion, the attorney to report at the best nearly lfin enlisted men and 17 offifinally referred to the city attorney between Granite and Mountain road, meeting. The Recommendation which cers of the militia at the station.
members of the gañil Fe comwas read by Chairman Neusiailt of the
to report at a special meeting On Hi This would probably cost In the vicinpany arrived !asl night; thirty from
rights of the city to cut off the outside ity of $100 as part of the present man- finance committee "as as follows:
werty-sevcfrom
The finance committee after con- Silver City, and
connections. Dr. Wroth's presentation holes such as covers, etc., could be
utilized, but it must be understood sidering certain conditions believe that Iis Cruces arrive this morning, and
of the situation was as follows:
the train load will
To the Mayor and Members of the by the council that this expenditure it Will be to the interest of the city 10 at Ulovls, X. M
provides only temporary relief and Is erect at least part of the proposed city be joined by a detachment of the slg-iiCltj Council.
Altogether
corps from Uoswclt.
Gentlemen The sewer committee only for the purpose of enabling the hall, the plans of which have already
be splendidly repre
has a proposition to pass to the coun- sewer men to run rods through with been acceped and paid for by a former New Mexico
Our reasons for suggesting sented at the encampment, (here becil which means a great deal to this best advantage by having a short dis- council.
ing forty men of Company C. of this
town. Wo are face to face with h tance to go, and while it will not dis- this are as follows:
First We are paying MM a year city and eighteen nu n from Company
proposition which demands immediate pense with any of the necessary labor
now on the sewers it will enable them rent for tire and police departments, H of Old Albuquerque,, to be attached
action.
with very Imperfect and inconvenient to Companies A and I).
A brief explanation will enable the to scrape the sewer (dear of obstrucAdjutant (enei al A. I'. Ta rkington
This sum represent- - '
members M tlii council to understand tions, thereby permitting a better flow. arrangements.
In conclusion we desire the council tier cent on IlL'.oOO. We have at pres- arrived yesterday from Santa Fe to
(his condition. The main sewer of the
without con- accompany the expedition. The soltown runs north and south on Second to have a fair and distinct liba 0) ent in the city treasury
street from Marquette avenue to the proposition it passed up to them sidering the July collections 47.00a diers will be at (he Leon Springs ma
to July 2j, reMountain road, the northern boundary and to know that It Is but n tem- to the credit of the building fund. We neuvers from J n v
of the city, ft is R inches in diameter porary tiding over of conditions that also have all the steel cells required turning here by the ittth.
These
The Hoswell detachment will conTills was Calculated and would have are threatening to swamp the present for the proposed new building.
are stored away, only two being in use sist of seven or eight men. The train
been ample in size to have taken care maintenance of our sewers.
In this connection I desire to state at the present time. For $12.000 we will be routed oyer the Helen cutof all ordinary residence that might
have been constructed in this section. that we tiave met with hearty sup- can build such part of the building, off, the Denver and Fqrt Worth and
Pass
Some years ago permission was given port from people using the sewer, es- according to the plans, as will accom- the San Antonio and Aransas
Leon
the government Indian school to con- pecially the corporations mentioned modate the fire department and the railroad into San Antonio,
nect with this system which they did above. En fact the Wool Scouring police department, and police Judge: Springs being about five miles from
with an 8 inch pipe, and upon the works have gone to decided expense thereby saving a monthly expenditure1 that city.
abandonment of the "city ditch" the and trouble to assist us In this mat- of $60.
It
Your committee believe
that
wisdom of which we may now doubt-i- t ter, even to the point of cutting out
became necessary to permit and in any connection with the sewer for would be advisable to utilize the money
some Instances to order certain man from 1 1 to 24 hours for the purpose now In this fund and such as will come
ufacturing interests to utilize the sewer at ascertaining whether that particu in tor this purpose and we also hi"
lar connection was at fault. Your sew- lleve that as we have not vet reached
In order to dispose of their waste pro
er committee have found that the cut- our limit of bond issue that it would
ducts.
The result was that the extreme ting out of one factory makes no pay to issue bonds for the balante of
MEN BANQUET
end of the sewer where the Indian difference in the result, so that we an $20.000 and erect a city hall for the
pipe was forced to the conclusion that the dif- purpose of accommodating all deschool connected, a
run to the wool scouring mills and the ficulty lies In the small size of the partments of the city. At present (He
offices of the city arc scattered In
Hio Grunde Woolen mills: In addi- outfall sewer.
.Meeting of the
The better solution. If It can be done various sections of the town to such Semi-Anna- iil
tion the ice factory was permitted to
discharge" its surplus water at Honin legally, would be to cut out the en- an extent as to cause a real hardship
Agents of the Company
trance of all refuse coming from out- lo the citzens requiring the services of
avenue connecting with our
side city limits and to have the Ice the officials.
pipe.
sewer by a
Closes With Enjoyable FuncIn addition the city clerk is nhso.
The Increased business brought on company from time to time turn Its
d
any
lutely
without
vault protection
by natural growth causes these con- surplus water on the flat east of
tion at Alvarado,
track. This being pure water for his papers, and it Is of vital
necting sewers from the manufactories
to this cltv that arrangements
to be perfectly full most of the time, would not damage anything or any
meeting of
The first
and it Is a safe estimate to say that person save the temporary flooding of should be made either by the erection
with adequate the agents of the Occidental Life Inof a new building
the Wool Scouring mill will discharge these fiats.
valuts, or by the purchase of a safe surance company was held yesterday
Sewer Data llelng Sent (iray.
Into the sewer at least 100,000 gallons
In his monthly rcistrt city engineer for temporary use (hat i" "tracts, paIn the home office of the company in
a day. and the ice company will at
least provide from 50,000 to 75.000 Gladdlnf stated that he Is busy gath- pers and records of the city should be this city and pmved In every way a
ering data on the sewer proposition to protected from fire.
success, snowing that a strong esprit
gallons per day.
We suggest to the consideration of de corps prevails among the repreCommon sense teaches us or should who Is now engnged I", prepaemfwy
teach us If we are not foolishly blind send to Consulting Engineer Gray the city this matter as we firmly be- sentatives of this stroni; home concern
lieve that It Is to our interest to erect and that the company's business is exthat to attempt to carry out the con- - report on a new sewer sys;em for
Progress has been made at least part. If not the entire city hall panding In a most satisfactory mantents of nn
sewer from the In
dlan school and a
sewer from on sinking the pump Pit at the s we as designed by the architect whose ner.
the woolen mills, and a
sewer (outlet and the work should be rom plans were accepted.
The officers of the company last
MM Appropriated for the Hand.
from the Ice company running full plated during July. Mr, Gladding al n
night entertained the visiting agents
Mr. Wernicke,
in behalf of the most pleasantly at a banquet at the
through an
discharge, lias but reported plans and specllicallons made
one result a backing up of the
for the reinforced concrete fiume Grady band addressed the council Alvarado. afer an automobile ride
of the main line and a necessary for the acémila at Fourteenth street on asking for flnai lal assistant to aid In around the city.
escape at the man lióles. It Is need- Central avenue, which work Is now In carrying on the public Sunday evenOne of the most Interesting and
e
ing concerts at the park. Mr.
less to dilate upon this proposition progress.
Important matters discussed at the
said that while the merchants meeting yesterday was the adoption
In his monthly report City Physias It Is
and It is a question with your committee
as
to cian Peal'Ce suggested that the Hewer and business men ate contributing lib- of up to dale policy forma which will
whether your pumps will give you on Seventh street be Inspected as res- erally toward the salary of (he direc- sodn be presented to the public. Those
very much relief from this proposi- idents complain of the odor. He rec- - tor and the maintenance of the band present Were .Missis. Jamen 11. Kel-lition, as we feel that it Is absolutely commended that the adobe houses on more money Is necessary as it takes
T. J Robemon. T. 8. Hodson, Jr..
Impossible to put two gallons In a east Tijeras be torn down as they were about Ills a month to keep ttl band J. I,. Parsons. I,. W. Halles, D. C.
the Lathe, V. R. Stewart. J. F. Fullerton.
He recommended and the concerts going during
a menace to life.
quart measure.
Now the city Is up against one of that a city health officer be appoint- summer months and it Is hardly
J. T. Dailey. C. I Hurkhart, Medical
to make further demands on Examiner. Dr. James II. Wmth, di ntwo propositions
either to cut off the ed at once and (hat the city Jail be
entrance of part of this material or to divided so as to separate female and the business men. On motion of A- eral Manager J. II. c.'Rellly and
pay for having the same removed bv male prisoners. The,re wsre no con lderman Neustadt it was voted to ap- Others.
mechanical means such as wagons and tagious diseases In June, there being propriate i.,o a mouth for the months
men each day. The last proposition twenty-eigh- t
deaths and twelve b'rths of July. August anil September to
In defraying the expense of the
will mean and W might as well file dining the months. The cltj chemist
MRS. GUNNESS BOBS
this an expenditure of $15 to $20 a reported all dairies Inspected as be- public concents.
day and this condition of affairs will ing up to test. The matter of a stabb
continue as long as this section of In the city which Is said to be a nuis- CHANGE OF PROGRAM
the sewer receives the quantity that it ance to surrounding residents was reAT COLOMBO THEATER
Is at present trying to take care of.
ferred to the board of health.
The residents of this section hnv
Whitlow lia mes. gl.75 Albuquerque
an honest and legitlcatc kick against
An entire change of pictures and
the odor, the disagreeable appearance. Planing Mill.
Illustrated songs will be made at the
Colombo tonight. Among the now films
are ' Peaceful IrmH," "A Hunchback La Porte Sheriff Kept Busy
Brings Luck." The Heavenly Twins,"
Up
Following
Worthless
and "Fireside Reminiscences."
Mis
Calvin will xing two new Illustrated
Clues; County Declines to In
songs, "Waiting by the Mulberry Tree"
I
bul't a nest would you share
and "If
cur More Expense,
It with me"
Miss Calvin takes the
place of Will Howard, the baritone
Jiinraal
UomI Wlro.J
singer, who has been favorite st the (Br Mornlns
Porte, Ind., July 13. Accnrdlnlt
bi
Colombo for several week past. Mr to Information
by Sheriff
received
Howard han
for Sacramento, Sin n 7.. r, Mrs. Helle Cumies WSS diswhere he will become connected with covered today In two cities. Portland,
the A I laky theater. MIsm Calvin has a Me. and Hoik ford, Mich. The counWeet voice and will no doubt prove ty commissioners declined to authorise
Oold. Silver. Copper. Lead. Total.
popular.
j
66
16. 05
16.30
March 30, 190$
the expenditure of nny. more money
j
71
May 2. 1008
for running down worthless clues. The
20.04
28.381
A Millionaires Baby
11 .20, IS. 10; 28.13
142!
1.20
Juno 25. 1008
attended by the highest priced baby commissioners have nbout reached tin
July 2. 1008
specialist could not be cured or stum-sc- rnnrluxlon of Hherlff Bmutscr, Coroner
5.0 200 21. 01 8.50 38.10
or bowl trouble any quicker or Mack, Prosecutor Smith and the doc
surer then your baby, If you give It tors who conducted the autopsy that
McGee'a Baby Rllxlr. Cures dtarrhoa, Mm. limine. loNt her lite In the fin
dysentery and all derangements of the which destroyed her home on April
inWork
stomach or bowels. Price II cents and 2ft and that her body Ilea burh d In
60 cents. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
Forest Home cemetery-
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SPEAKS

One of the Important Duties of Physicians and
of the World
the

qu-tio-

IS WEIGHTY

10 MEIERS

Well-Inform- ed

is to learn as to the relafivs standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians arc the most careful as to
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
generally that the California Fig Syrup
known to physicians and the
equipment and the thical character ot
methods
perfect
and
of
correct
its
by
reason
Co.,
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company has become a guarantee ot the excellence oí its remedy.
Well-informe-

TRUTH AND QUALITY

-

in every, walk of life and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, ot contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at Ihc
proper time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
because
acceptance of the
the appo.al of physicians ar.d the world-wid- e
cf the excellence of the combination, known to all. and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Fift- s- and has attained to world-wid- e
la'mily laxatives, and as its pare laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Svrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
to get its beneficial effects always
called for by the shorter name ot Syrup of Figs-a- nil
California Fig Syrup Co.
Company
of
full
the
name
the
note, when purchasing,
Syrup of
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for
Figs or by the full name Syrup oi Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
which has ejvi n
Syrup of Figs
Co. and the same heretotorc known by the name
throughout
druggists
leading
genuine
by
is
for
all
sale
satisfaction to millions. The
the United States in original packages of cne size only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1). C, that the remedy is not adulterated ur
tnisbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 190b.
Well-informe-

x

.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
San Francisco, Cal.

1

OCCIDENTAL

GENERAL

London, England.
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LIFE
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SAYS RAILROAD WILL
MAKE GOOD SHOWING

aa-d- st

INI

ASSAY

ALBUQUERQUE COPPER GO.

MM

Sdm-ih-
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going steadily ahead; values
creasing with depth. Now is the time
to get in at the bottom. Treasury
stock now 25 cents per share.

THAXTON

& HICKS, Fiscal

ltooin S, First National Bank Building.
NKW MEXICO.
ALBt'QI'F.R9TR

Agents

-

.Indue Parker to Slump for tlryan.
TRANSPORT SHERIDAN
Helens, Mont., uly 13. Judge Al
ENCOUNTERS TYPHOON ton B. Parker, who Is Journeying to
ward Yellowstone park, whtre he wHI

Han Francisco, Julv IS, The Culled
Htutes army transport Sheridan, Cap-

spend the next two weeks, arrived here
tonight Judge Psrker made the slal
tain Stetson, arrived hsre today from ment that he would take the stump
end
Manila, via Nagasaki, Guam
for W, J. Mryan In the forthcoming
Honolulu. Besides several cabin pas campaign.
sengers, she brought a number of
troopj returning from the Islands
Twenty-fir- e
Cents is the Price of
t)aaa
When a day and a half out from
Nagasaki the Sheridan ran Into a tyThe ttrrlbl Itching and martlnf,
Is nl- phoon which continued for six hours, inHffant to certain skin (linen!
Injuring two of the rfew.

ri

al

by sil

druggist.

Popular Santa Fe Manager
Confident Albuquerque Can
Take Care of Great National
Gathering and Add Much to
Her Prestige.
A party nf santa Ke officials consisting of J. K. Hurley, general
C H. Oaunt. assistant general
manager, and superintendent of telegraph, C. II Sharp, general superintendent ot the third grand division,
and J. M. Kurn, division utilici intcn-den- t,
arrived In the city Inst night In
Mr. Hurley's prlvute car. The party,
with the exception of Mr. Kurn, will
leave thin morning on nn Inspection
trip over the. Kastei ii Railway of New
was formully taken
Mexico, which
over by the main line officials on July
lMt.
The present trip will be the first
official Inspection trip OÍ the main
line traffic managers to be made sine,
When
was taken over.
the cut-oen at the Alvarado last night
naii that business was rather
quiet on the road at the present time.
The rolling stock, roadbed and other
equipment, however, was In first class
shape and the general manager said
that the Santa Ke wan ready to handle Increased business at any lime
This was especially true, he said, of
division, where huge
the Kan
numbers nf tors are being gathered,
preparatory to the rush of wheat and
corn shipments which will commence
within a short time.
"Kunaus has had umiMually Rood
crups this year." said Mr. Hurley,
"and the farmers will be putting lots
of money In the bunks within a short
tlne. It la conservatively estimated
that the wheat crop will exceed
Other crops. Includbushels.
ing corn, prairie hay, barley, oata.
millet anil alfalfa, while not quite aa
good as the wheat crop, are nevertheless In good shape, and a large yield Is
expected. According to reports from
Colorado, the beet sugar crop will not
per cent this year
exceed seventy-fiv- e
owing to the drouth. This, of course,
will work some hardship on certain
parts of that state.'
Mr. Hurley said that the Hants Fe
company intends to make a large exhibit at the Irrigation congress. "I
have not kepi In direct touch With the
matter." snld Mr. Hurley, "as It Is
outside of my department, but understand that the road has made a substantial appropriation for the purpose
of constructing suitable buildings for
the housing of exhibits and the Incidental egpensea connected with gathering them. Just how much the appropriation amounts to In dollars and
very
cents, 1 ati not say. but It
likely that the Hanta r exhibit will
be one of the best at the congress. I
Intend to be 111 Albuquerque during
the congress and will likely stay a
week or so and see the whole show.
I believe that It Is a big thing for Albuquerque and the southwest. I don't
take much stock In the talk that the
congress Is loo big for Albuquerque lo
swing. The only way to do Is Just to
go in ami win. The national conven
Mtgfa-age- c:

ff

.1

New York, N. Y.

U S. A.

Louisville, Ky,

tall-roa-

semi-annu-

d

Well-inform-

n

I

d

Well-informe-

over-crowd-

Thir-ly-si-

d

tion just closed at Denver was a large
undertaking (of that city, but the citizens all not together and came OUl
with flying colors."
Mr. Hurley could not say whether
or not It wns true that the Fred Harvey people and the Santa Fe company
In making u brilwould
liant electrical display at the Alvarado hotel dining the week of the congress. It Is understood that the
will be decorated both Inside
and outside with thousands of Incandescent lamps and Other electrical II- -

lumlnatibf.

TERRIBLY SCALDED
something we hear or read about
every day of our lives. Hums and
scalds either slight or serious are
bound to happen In your family, he
prepared by having a bottle of
Snow Liniment handy. It relieves the pain Instantly and quickly
heals the burn. Sold by J. H. O'ltlolly
Is

Brfl-lard- 'a

Co.

AGED BLACKSMITH
IN CABIN

Thomas
Said

FOUND-DEAD

ENSIN0

DonoJiae F.xpirc Sudden')
llae Brother in -

in

limine

rquc

lllnpiilili lu (he Murnlius Journiill
ICnclao, N. M.. July lu. Tilomas
Donohue. aged ."i." years, was found
dead In his cabin near the Santa Fe
depot here tnnight. The body Win
found by R. C. Dillon and It. A. Archuleta, who knew tile old man by sight
and not seeing him about town for
several days, decided to Investigate.
Tiny broke Into the cabin and found
DonotltM dead, and hla body In a decompose state. Indicating that he ha
been dead at least three nr fnur days,
A enroner's inquest will he held tomorrow.
Donohue ha been around
for the past three years. Re was
a blacksmith by trade and did odd J iba
(Speeiai

n

for the tanners In the vicinity. It Is
thought that Donohue has a brother
hot living In Alhuquerkque
and efforts
wave which scored the top notch hi will he made to cnuiiuunlciite with
seven years, at 104, yesterday, miti- him.
gated somewhat today, and 102 was
the best the downtown street thermometers COttld check. This was at SAN FRANCISCO RATS
3 o'clock this alternóos,
Two hours
AFFECTED BY LEPROSY
later, up at the weather bureau,
where there Is nlwuys less sweltering
Washington, Julv 1), A leprosyeffect, the official day's record of 94
was attained, there wan much less hu- like disease among the rata of San
midity and a light bréese was blowing. Francisco and the question of
v to human
belnaa Is the
From stations through various
of the United .States came re- subject of a report submitted to Sur
ports today Indicating' a general mod- geon General Wyinan, of the public
health service bv Paat Assistant Sureration of temperatures.
geon General George H. McCoy. The
111 Health beads to StticMtv
cases examined came from Widely
Mount Vernon, July II, Charles separated portions of the city, four
years of thrni coining from Ittiti liertown
N. OMlrander,
fur twenty-fivcounsel (or the West Chester Fire In- anil two from places only n few doors
surance company, and formerly a apart on Market street.
partner of W. Ilourke I'oekran. comPotter Itallli mitted suicide today by Inhaling gas
Cooperstow o. x. v., July in ntshop
In his home nl West Cluster hLl.
Mr. (1st Hinder was executor of Henr C. Potter's condition shotted a
many large estates. He was reputed marked degree of Improvement
Recently his health mid after a confortable night he was
lo be wealthy,
had been had ami at times he hcrninc able to be removed from his bed niel
melancholy. It Is supposed that In u sit up in a reclining chair for a brief
time.
Morose moment he took his life.

capital Swelters,
Washington.
July tl. The
N'uilonnl

trans-mls."lbll- lt

sec-lio-

e

Ill-h-

v

When you eat toas:ed corn
flakes you may as well

et all the

benefit of experience in making

and of purity, cleanliness and
quality in the product.

Quaker
ToastedCornFlakes
(10c a package)

looks best, tastes best, is best.

Jht Quaker
Note:

Q&ls Qmpaivy

You can breakfast a family for a
week on Quaker Oats for the cost of
one lamb chop. Healthful economy.
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F. H. STRONG
Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

1908.

THIS WEEK AT STRONG'S.

Croquet Sets: Buy that Set of Cro
quet now. when you will get the most
pleasure and benefit from it.
We
shall lie Kind tn show you what we
-MH.
have at $1.70. $2.00, $2.26. $3.50 per
Ait
rast."
net.
v sftftM I
latest Copyright Books: Just In.
'Mr. Crew's Cure, r." Winston Churchill: 'The Lure of the Mask," Harold
MrOrath; "The Call of the South."
Robert Lee Durham; 'Som'e Ladies In
I'ri He m balance.
Haste." Robert W. Chambers: "PrisOffM strong Stock) Bwd
oners of Chance." Kandall Parrlsh;
iiml
pKT.
"Vera, the Medium," Richard HardTelephone-,OHOt 75. ltl- ing Davis, and others.
dono TÍO.
More Popular Copyrights: We have
Snj.t.
l.ilnhw anil Sanl.
another shipemnt in and now have
over
450 titles at 50c each. These are
Barbara Cemeteries.
the books you buy for hammock fiction reading: and, in the way of Hammocks, we have another shipment of
them coming along which will be due
In a day or two.
The fact thai we
New Pictures and Sonas
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST have entirely sold out two shipments
of Hummocks Is the best Indication
we can give you that the prices are
In a Submarine. In live Nick of Time.
right.
Porter by Otcmmíoii. Xol Yet But Soon.
Framed Pictures: To close them
in tha erent that run ahuulrt not
out we make a slaughter price on
rwlT your morning piper telaph'tia
1ythem. You can now secure a Rood
tha POSTAL TKI.KORAPH CO.
d
gift picture for about
Inn your name and addreaa and tha
its
special
paper will be dtl'rerrd by
Make your selection before
value.
The telephone la No. It.
mraaanirrr
the best bargains are taken.. Ask to
see the remainder of those Wallace
Nutting Hand Painted Pictures
There are' only a few and
Washington. July 13. Now Mexico we are closing them out at less than
and Arizona: Local rains Tuesday half price.
STRONG'S BOOK STOKE,
south
and Wednesday; light to fri-sPhono 1104. Next door to the P. O.
winds.

rnm oi.iinn and

TUESDAY. JULY 14.

GREEN TAC
An Experiment
SALE
NOT

:

WE

WE

have passed "the new boot stage."

do not experiment with our business nor

The bare announcement of one of these sales is ample
guarantee of special bargains in Men's and Boys' Clothing and Furnishing Goods. Our stock just now being extremely heavy we have made some sensational price reductions amounting to between

witli your business.

To-Nig-

WE

are not incorporated for the purpose of
financing auxiliary enterprises.

25 and 40

one-thir-

Mrs. John Greenwald was hero from
Socorro yesterday.
Attorney H. M. Dougherty of Socorro was In tho clij yosieraay.
M. K. McMHIon, an attorney 0Í Las
was here yesterday on busi- -

July

e

WE

enjoy the distinction of top notch quality
"that time enduring kind."

WE

respectfully solicit your banking business on

PERCENT

will
bturineal
15th. Important
on our entire line of summer goods. We call particular
the basis of superior strength and experi
come up to be dial IsMurt C. O. Woodattention to our Hart Schaffner and Marx Suits, which
man, President.
ence, and assure courteous, intelligent treatment and close
we have reduced to $1 7.50 per suit. Also other big valRobert H. Pollock, the sheen commission man left last night for Magile.
to your individual wants.
ues at $5.75, $8.75, $1 1.75 and $14.75 per suit. It will
attention
lenu on a several day's business trip.
pay you to visit our store now.
Mr. Pollock recently purchased the
MagRnrnett-Dav- i
near
sheep
ranch
Ludwlg llfcld of th Charles llfcld
company. was in the city yesterday dalena.
Why bo bothered cooktng this warm
from Las Yogas.
weather when you can secure already
Lou Srhoenecker returned last night prepared COOkad roast
pork, pork
from several weeks, visit with relative:, loaf, veal loaf, boiled eggs, cottage
cheese, tongues, potato salad, from
in Kansas.
the San Jose Market.
Morning, Afternoon and Kveiiliig
Kiank R. Stewart of Phoenix, Arl- The Young Men's Republican club
Session
zona, was among Ihe arrivals at the
held a well attended rally lust night
Alvarado yesterday.
at its headquarters at 120 Gold ave
Ludwig William llfeld. the writ nue, which proved a very enjoyable
was!
man
Vegas
known Iis
business
affair, tin- program including speeches
Sleuths WatCb Korean Meeting.
a visitor In the city yesterday.
Temple quartet, and
feORJM by the
Denver, July 13. Secret service
Is to spend several weeks.
where
he
A. .liideii. traveling salesman tot the cigars.
Further than this the committee men are said to be watching the Koll
shoe company OÍ SI
READY
Special communication of Temple DEMOCRATS
patriotic convention In the
not prepared its program, hut it rean
has
'
Louis was calling on Hie loeal trade lodge N. 6, A. F. and A. M. this evenIs announced that Mr. Larrazolo will chapel of Grace Methodist church. In
Phone 471,
yesterday.
ing at 7 o'clock. Work in' the M. M.
be speuking steadily from the 22d this "city, because of a report that the
Visit.1.
Drury. meehaiiical superin-- ! degree. Llfght refreshments,
until election day. and that he will foreigners came lo this country tn
i
New
Pictures and New tendenl of the Santa He with head-- : ing Masons welcome. Hy order ol the
cover practically every county in the learn army and war tactics for use in
START
THEIR
freeing their country from l(ie doml-- l
In La Junta,
arrived fart VV. M. frank H. Moore, .secretary.
territory.
Songs Three Times a Week. qnaften
nation of the Japanese, nut tuero was
lllghl from La Junta.
nny
Neither
the
candidate
of
nor
rc-1
Xews reached here yesterday of
no Indication of such a purpose in the
the
committee
to
cared
discuss
for
cut heavy rain arid hull storms in
.lames (1 Fitch of Socorro, eliail'
Red Kidney
proceeding today, Which wore entireWill D. Howard, Baritone.
publication
yesterday
as
their outlook
man or th demo, rat lu central coin northern and Central Arizona, much
tenor.
ly
in
peaceful
their
CAMPAIGN
to
very
the result, but a
general tpiril
tnlttee, at) nihil the meeting of the! damage being done Salurday night at
of optimism prevails.
Grown and packed in
Moving Pictures committee in llii.s city yesterday.
Winslow by a storm that almo.4 readiOtJR ASSOHTMr.NT OF CANVKI)
proportions
the
of
cloudburst.
ed
a
state, Convenient
York
Bernard Jacobaon of the American
FRI1TS AM) VFOl'TTABIiES ARE A
and Illustrated Songs.
i :w MEXIOANS
FARE WKI.Ii
IN
AND
COMK
STOCK.
SELECTED
Lumber company offices has return- - j Prof. Frank Stockton or the Agrquick
for
meal and very
a
OX VARIOUS
miMI'ITKF.s KXAMTNF, THRU. F. O. PRATT
TO OPEN LONG
S
Wl.T.K
3
i d from
trip to Boston, having been icultural college at Mesilla park, while LARRAZ0L0
n
"Members
of
Mexico
Now
the
good,
Takes but a very
SiiiiiIii . TucMtey, Friday
called there to attend the funeral of in Omaha recently mude arrangements
fared well as to commltleo ap- CO. 114 SOUTH SECOND.
TOUR AT ALAM0G0RD0
Ailmlwdon I Of. Mat iui Wiilncs-rly- ,
for an exhibition of New Mexico
hla mol her.
little fire, just enough to
pointments at the Denver convention,"
Saturday ami Sunday. Chilgrains ami grasses at the National
said W. H. Walton, of Silver City, a YOU MONEY ON YOt!R GROCER,
II M. Motzkus until recently cashier
warm them,
dren. Saturday. 5c.
Corn Kxposilion lo be held in the
Will Spend Four Days in Otero member of tho delegation, last night. IEK. F G. PRATT & CO., 214 SQ
at the Alvarado left ye :ti relay morn-Incity
next
winter.
SECOND.
"Summers Hurkhart wus made a
for Kansas City to accept i posi-- I
County Going Thence For member of the resolutions committee.
Will D. Howard, formerly with the
lien as travcllm; salesman With 'in
I TEL
CO., MILL, FACAJSTEO
A tí. llutlspetb
of the committee on
Armlh Stock company, and who has
ell Il e al company.
WOOD
I
extended otay in the Pecos permanent organisation, mie a nd or- - TORY AND MOUNTAIN
pleased
local theater goers with his
Captain B. R BJa
GALLUP
PINION FENCE COSTS;
arlslmd, songs
of
V
dor
crcof
on
myself
II
w
business:
the
Try them; you will buy
at the Colombo theater, has goic
LI 'Ml COAT,. $.50 i'KK TON. BUY
arrived In Albuquerque last i Ight, nd to Sacramento,
Vulltyi
v
dentiuls committee; John Morrow on ANY
Cat., to accept an ef- OLD TIME. PHONE 251.
'
companying Governor Tarry
the
.
,!...
minimi,
I..,,
I.,
lh,
tw.lilV
X
llMcun
more,
if
rom the Alisky theater in that
Sania Fo company en lout to tho fer
(!. A. Richardson to
nomination,
and
,
city.
JUST
FINISH
JULY
is
on?'imiim
homestici i l TicriEt mi h
Ai a mceiiiH-- of the executive com
15
Tens íieiii maaettvera.
notify the vice presidential pi, mince. u id;
I
.irr iba wun
olwant
hkii' álilivoir
Or. W. U. Radcliffe, of Helen; Dr. mittee of the New Mexico democratic Mr. Rfchardkon was chairman of the llii'i
All members of the Modern Wood
Patrons,
to be
KINS-HEF,
Pearce,
of
Albuquerque,
GREAT
organisation
held at headquarters in delegation.
and
lili:
CP TO DATE HAVE YOITH LAUNi
no n of America are requested to he John
DRY DONE HY THE 1MPFHIAI
cer"It is an absoluto,
AssUtcd by Mile. Marie Kins-litpri'si nt In odd Fellow I Hal South several members from southern New the Grant building yesterday ananecRACK
PO8TOFF101.
OF
Wednesday evening. Mexico went to Santa Fe yesterday to mcnts were completed for the open- tainly." said Mr. Walton, with convic- LACNDHY.
Second street,
i m mpoAii
Equilibria Supreme.
attend a meeting of the New Mexico ing of the long campaign with which tion, "that William Jennings Bryan
LAUNDERING
WOI1K
OP
OCR
medical hoard, which was In session Mr. Larrazolo, the nominee for con- will be the next president. There is
MIIRI
LADIES' COLLARS,
lsv. LAI Ki n BOYD
for the examination Of candidates for gress, expects to press home to the not the slightest room for doubt of on
DVCB
AND
WAhSTS.
SKIRTS
CASH GROCERY CO.
to
in
territory.
practice
people
upon
his
votes.
license
Mai Comedienne anil Mimic.
this
claims
their
It." Mr. Walton said that the Bryan SPITS IS UNSURPASSED. IMPEmeet In The meeting, which wus attended by ovation Whloh lasted an hour and a RIAL LAUNDRY. BACH OF
Tho Royal Highlanders
HOMER II. WARD, Mgr.
NEW PICTURES AND
Blk'a hall this evening at 8 o'clock, practically the full membership of the half was absolutely spontaneous and
:515 Marble Ave.
Work is
whore the
installation of committee, lasted through the day genuine and the most magnificent
18 TALKING AH OCT
ONE
EVERY
SONG.
morning.
will
Chairand
continue
tills
to
a nominee ho ever saw.
tribute
officers will take place after which Ice
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
WHITE WAGONS
The delegation brought
back the NOT GIVEN
DO SO
US YOURS.
cn am and cake will be served and I man Fitch, Secretary Hurkhart, Mr.SilW.
B.
Walton, of
Larrazolo and
.standard which Ihev hoisted in the NOW. IMPERIAL "AUNORY. RACK
short program provided for members ver
I
W0LKING & SON
ciiy, who will have charge of the convention
hall, and
been OF POSTOITTCE.
lias
and their friends. All members are publicity
among
were
bureau,
those
rs
nlaeed
in
in
heailoioirti
committee
WINDMILLS, TANKS
VERMOTOR
requested to be present.
attending,
the Cromwell block In this cliy. The LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND CT VXD
WELL
son of Mr. and
The
Mr. Larrazolo will leave here to- delegation while In Denver
made AT F. G. PRATT & CO- - Ü14 SOUTH DRILLING, DRIVING AND REMrs. F. H. Hull of 3U Cromwell ave- night for a business trip into northern headquarters in the Albany hotel.
SECOND.
PAIRING.
nue, is still unconscious us the result Mexico. He will return to Kl Paso on
Mr. Walton Is of the opinion that
i',
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ie ni .1 a large shipment, which we haen I room for and arc of a full from a tree near tho Santa tho 21st, and wll! go to Alamogordo,
BEER
ROOT
FEE'S
THE
riEER.
the center of hostilities this
liekin? mi'ImI low prices Ibis week lo nunc tlicni.
N. EIGHTH
OF QUALITY.
WALTON'
i. TEL 148S
Fc shops two weeks ago. It is believ- where on the 22á he will open his
will he in the middle west, and STORE.
ed the boy sustained a concussion of campaign. Four days will be spent In declares his belief that Bryan
will
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM, .NI
CI ATRAL AVK.. ALBUQUERQUE.
LET It ICE
the brain. The attending physician Otero county, nnil thereafter the cap- - carry the state of Indiana by a hand- AND SMALL PROMTS.
W ALTON'S?
CREAM SODA.
gc
will
to
valley,
dldate
Pecos
the
a
YOU
THAT WE CAN SAVfl DRUG STORE.
SHOW
some majority.
holds out hopes of his recovery in
short time.
Horace Applegate. the Sol Smith
itusseii of tin- south west, representing
the To pay Hosiery line of the Fly and
Walker company of Milwaukee, left
last nuthi for Helen after spending
several days in the city on busl.u ss
Mrs. H. A. Statz and son, of 410
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
Went Silver, left last night for n several weeks visit In Los Angeles.
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
A fire In a pile of shavings and
scraps yesterday afternoon at the
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
plant
American Lumber company
made a big smoke and threatened to
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
become serious. The city department
was called hut the lumber company
N,
M.
Albuquerque,
Mail orders solicited,
fire brigade put out the blaze before
Chief Hurtloss and his lads arrived
on the scone. Tin- damage was nom
inal.
Bernard H. Crawford and MKs
Maud StrlcklHiid Were married at 4
by the
O'clock yesterday afternoon
Rev. Wilson J. Marsh, pastor of the
éfc!ftá
ásssftft dsdft áfcÉV dada hda átftfta áfcÉV
Congregational church at the parsonAA. Aav
AA JkW
ÉvJfc
aa Aav
'Wr Jtfcfc
rVrWrFWFWrWrWP
W
'r AA AáyT '''f J&fc Vfc Afc.
age. Bride unit groom are
known
here, where they have lived for some
time. Mr. Crawford Is employed by
the llfeld company at Zunl, N. M..
where the couple will make their
home for the present.
Saturday evening at the home of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Rae-baHARNESS
Mis" Lorelne Sheehan became
s ll)l ,l
tho bride of Mr. Henry Bartlett Mlns
COKNKK
Murgan t Iheehan was bridesmaid and
Mr. T. M. Noptos of Socorro wus best
man. Both arc well known in AlbuI.JS. "
querque. Miss Sheehan. having alwayi
Mr. Bartlett came lore
lived here
some three yesrs ago. Mr. and Mrs.
Hart let! left on No. 9 for Socorro last
night where Mr. Bartlett Is superin-dan- t
light
of the new electric
plant.
J. S Kldrldge returned last night In
Bock Island uprivate car No. 100, afALBUQUERQUE
SANTA ROSA ter spending several weeks on business
LAS VEGAS

SIMON STERN

The State National Bank

Albuquerque

The

COLOMBO

Theater

Central Avenue Clothier

Dinner Party

Bllat-Kenda-

Brand

10

Beans

Up-to-Da- te

j

i

HAM.I

dele-gallo-

j

2 Cans for 25c

'

CRYSTAL

iii-a-

'

9 to

I

X"

if

R

rock-rihlio-

er

ft

d

ALBUQUREQUE

Hubbs Laundry Co.

POST-OFFIC-

"Our

Best"

.semi-annu-

I

Chafing Dishes
i

eight-year-ol-

d

i

cam-palf-

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

WHITNEY COMPANY

Starts July the 15th

'

1402

-

-

iU

Gigantic Clearing Sale

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
PHONE

tn

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

n.

First and Tijeras

Goods Must Be Sold at
55c on the Dollar and Less

.

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

:

I.

:

Mr.
nd New York
leaves today for Suwanec. 46
miles west on the main line of the
Manta Fe, where hé will Inspact the
work that la being done In the well
drilling operations which are being
In Ht. Lorn

-

FOR (INK MONTH

00c

T. COURTNEY.
reliable
'MmT ra rice Clairvoyant In the
and
moot reiibient. aivorate
anil If you are In doubt or
mirki luu periminiinly located in jour
him. lie given advice iijk.ii all affairs of life
ir ible call anil
of all
l o.-Lii Mitrriage. Divorce. Mining. Heal Estate ano rlian
will convince you of the powers of this wonderful
kind. One visityou
can obtain happiness, contentment .and Marisas)
man. and (Jiat
CLAIRVOYANT-DE-W- ITT

m--

c

'.

,

ns
Central Avenue.
Hronait following bU mirU
Honra, to II a.m.. S to ft p.m. Phone 74ft.

Rooms

5 ami H

conducted under his supervision for
some time past. Mr. Kldridge hsa already brought In two strong artesian
flows In the vicinity of Huwanee and
Is confident of striking more.

L. KEMPENICH
WATCH FOR THE BIG POSTERS

